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ABSTRACT
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INTRODUCTION

International attention has been focused on bridging the gap between health research and policy-making. In 2005, WHO launched the Evidence-informed Policy Network (EVIPNet) with the aim of empowering and strengthening country policy-makers, researchers and civil society to use evidence in policy-making. Influenced by the successful implementation in other regions, in October 2012 the WHO Regional Office for Europe established its regional network: EVIPNet Europe. The vision of this network is in alignment with the Sustainable Development Goals (1) and the key areas of the WHO European Health Information Initiative (2). The network’s mandate to strengthen evidence-informed policy-making (EIP) and build national knowledge translation capacity further contributes to the implementation of the European health policy framework Health 2020 (3) and the Action Plan to Strengthen the Use of Evidence, Information and Research for Policy-making in the WHO European Region (4).

EVIPNet Europe focuses on national empowerment to address policy challenges in the participating countries. With the understanding that each country needs to develop its own capacity in EIP, EVIPNet Europe aims to support national stakeholders in their efforts to apply EIP methodologies to their particular context. Promoting an environment favourable to the systematic and transparent use of evidence in policy-making requires continuity and a sufficient scale of human resources able to find and use research evidence to inform work related to prioritizing problems and developing and implementing policies and programmes.

Train-the-trainer strategy

As one step towards strengthening the human resources and capacities required at national level, EVIPNet Europe initiated a train-the-trainer strategy, with the aim of developing national champions throughout the Region so that they could facilitate future workshops on EIP in their own settings. The strategy is being rolled out gradually with two key steps.

First, a training-the-trainers workshop is being offered. This workshop comprises of brief presentations on EVIPNet Europe and its support for EIP, followed by facilitated interactive sessions. Emphasis is placed on helping participants to acquire the practical pedagogical skills needed to become effective facilitators in EIP.

Second, to ensure that the designated trainers have the knowledge and skills required to organize and conduct workshops on their own, they will start off co-facilitating EVIPNet Europe’s capacity-building workshops (both in their own country and in the Region) in tandem with more experienced EVIPNet facilitators to gain hands-on experience. This will enable them to take a leading role in the future.

Workshop objectives and design

After completing this training phase, facilitators will be responsible for running the EIP Workshop, which is intended for a wide range of stakeholders such as public health
planners, health system managers and health researchers. The primary objectives of the Workshop are to strengthen the participants’ capacity to:
- acquire, assess, adapt and apply research evidence; and
- at a fundamental level, prepare evidence briefs for policy and organize policy dialogues.

By the end of the Workshop, participants will have greater knowledge and skills in EIP and more specifically in EVIPNet’s methodologies and their application.

The EIP Workshop is based on the principle that in order to sustain the learning, participants need to be active and have time to reflect: it is centred on the learner. Therefore, the role of the facilitator is not only to expertly present the material and guide participants through the various sessions but also to draw on and share the collective knowledge of the participants. This approach will make the Workshop’s content more relevant to the participants and thus increase the likelihood of it having a lasting impact.

Although the Workshop is designed to run for three consecutive days, it can be delivered in several ways depending on time constraints or particular circumstances. The material should be tailored and adjusted to local, national or regional circumstances and the specific needs of the organizations and participants involved.

Facilitator’s Guide

This Guide provides facilitators with complete instructions and materials needed to run the entire EIP Workshop. The Guide further describes different approaches depending on participants’ needs and demands to make the Workshop as relevant as possible to the target audience. Accordingly, individual sessions could be presented as stand-alone topics to meet ad hoc training needs, or selected sessions could be integrated with other related presentations and activities to address specific audience requirements or to guide participants through a specific policy project. In addition, the Facilitator’s Guide includes prompts for questions and comments during the presentation of the slides, as well as brief facilitated discussions at the end of each session on the topics presented. Furthermore, time is allocated for hands-on activities to enable participants to apply the concepts that have been covered.

While the curriculum already utilizes a variety of instructional methods (e.g. case studies, demonstrations, discussions, brainstorming), facilitators should be encouraged to adapt or use additional methods to tailor the Workshop most creatively to the needs of the audience. Hence, the choice of the best training method depends on the learning objectives and the method’s unique advantages and disadvantages, among other factors.

To illustrate how evidence has been used to inform policy on different global health issues, the Workshop presentations also include several real-life examples. Facilitators can build upon these and present their own real-life examples or share stories from their experiences to further customize the Workshop.

The Facilitator’s Guide is organized into four main sections:
- planning the Workshop
- guidelines for facilitation
- facilitation instructions, and
- tools for facilitators.

Section I on planning the Workshop is targeted at the facilitator as well as others on the organizing team. It covers all practical aspects that need to be considered to ensure
a successful training session: from selecting participants to organizing venue, travel and meeting room logistics to sending pre-Workshop surveys and assignments. It also provides a comprehensive pre-Workshop checklist to avoid anything being overlooked.

Section II offers tips on how to make facilitation as effective as possible. Since the Workshop is learner centred, the facilitator needs to be mindful of adult-learning principles and how best to support small group work. The role of the facilitator is to engage the participants while guiding them through the curriculum.

Section III lays out the entire three-day curriculum. It provides the specific agenda for each day, the objectives for the various sessions and step-by-step instructions to facilitate the sessions, including the activities, suggested talking points and slides. Over the three days, the Workshop builds steadily. Day 1 explains how evidence is defined and how to use it to clarify problems and identify options to address these high-priority issues. Day 2 covers finding and assessing systematic reviews and implementing policy options. Day 3 moves to more advanced topics: preparing evidence briefs and organizing policy dialogues. The Workshop ends with a policy dialogue demonstration. The Guide also includes instructions on how to open and wrap up each day to enable the facilitator to manage the participants’ expectations and make adjustments if required. The slides are also available as PowerPoint files and can be requested from the WHO EVIPNet Europe Secretariat.

The fourth and final section is intended to support the facilitator practically by providing a comprehensive set of tools: sample agendas; materials checklist; complete session handouts; facilitation tools, such as energizers and exercises for assessing learning; and evaluation questionnaires. The evaluations provided by the participants and the feedback shared among the facilitators will later be a valuable source of information to assess whether the Workshop has fulfilled its objectives.
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SECTION I.

PLANNING THE WORKSHOP
PLANNING THE WORKSHOP

Workshop organizers will need to complete the following steps to plan a successful Workshop.

1. Select participants
2. Assemble the Workshop team
3. Review and adapt the curriculum (as needed)
4. Manage the venue/travel logistics
5. Conduct a meeting with the Workshop team
6. Prepare the meeting room.

Select participants

Selecting and inviting engaged and committed participants is important for a successful Workshop. The impact of the Workshop will last longer if participants have the opportunity and support to put their learning into action following the Workshop.

Participants should ideally include those who:

• have demonstrated interest in research and policy-making;
• have support from their supervisor;
• have an opportunity to incorporate their learning into current or future activities; and
• have a strong understanding of their local political landscape.

A group of 10 to 20 participants is an ideal size for one to two facilitators to effectively manage discussions and small group work.

After selecting the final participants, facilitators should learn more about the participants’ professional backgrounds, health interests and how much experience they have with policy work. This information can be obtained through a pre-Workshop survey, which will help the facilitator to:

• determine whether the curriculum or agenda needs to be adapted in any way;
• manage participant expectations; and
• draw on the knowledge and experience of the participants to make the Workshop more interactive.

A sample of a pre-Workshop participant survey is included in Section IV. This should be sent to participants at least four weeks prior to the Workshop. A reminder should be sent to the non-responders (ideally one and two weeks before the Workshop).

Assemble the Workshop team

The Workshop team will work closely together during all stages of the Workshop to facilitate sessions and manage logistics. The Workshop team should ideally include:

• a lead facilitator
• potential co-facilitators; and
• a logistics coordinator to handle communication with the venue, catering, etc.

Facilitators should have experience in group facilitation, health research, policy-making and in the regions represented at the Workshop.
A note about translation

Determine the main language that will be used during the Workshop. If translators are necessary, it is best to appoint a translator who has a technical vocabulary for research and health policy. Facilitators should not serve as the primary translator(s).

Review and adapt the curriculum

This curriculum is flexible enough to be conducted with a wide variety of audiences. Each day builds upon material and examples from the previous day, so sessions should be conducted in the order presented here. However, facilitators may wish to adapt the presentations or activities, based on participants’ learning needs, time available or size of the group, while adhering to the original session sequence and instructions. This includes adding, deleting or updating the PowerPoint slides to better meet the needs of participants.

While the curriculum already utilizes a variety of instructional methods (e.g. case studies, demonstrations, discussions, brainstorming), facilitators are encouraged to adapt or use additional methods to meet the needs of the audience most creatively. Choosing the best training method depends on the learning objectives and the method’s unique advantages and disadvantages, among other factors. Instructional methods in Section IV give a complete description of the most common training methods.

The presentations also include several real-life examples to illustrate how evidence has been used to inform policy on different global health issues. Facilitators can further customize the Workshop with their own real-life examples or share stories from their experiences. Be sure to select examples that reflect participants’ interests and needs.

If less time is available for the Workshop, consider using fewer activities or examples to illustrate concepts and/or reducing the amount of time for group work or the number of teams that report out after small group exercises. If more time is available, offer an additional day to provide individual or peer-to-peer technical assistance to refine or further develop the specific policy projects.

Once the curriculum has been reviewed, ensure that there is an online site (e.g. Dropbox) where participants can access any materials to review before the Workshop.

Manage the venue/travel logistics

Make sure that the venue is spacious enough to accommodate all participants. Meeting rooms should ideally be set up with round tables already organized for group work so that plenary sessions and the small group work can be held in the same room.

Other logistics to consider include:

- catering for breaks and meals
- participant per diems (if provided)
- hotel reservations
- travel and local transportation
- audiovisual needs
- planning for an evening social event, if desired.
Conduct a facilitators’ meeting

Facilitators should meet before the Workshop to review logistics and adapt the agenda as necessary. The following pre-Workshop checklist may be useful to make sure you are prepared.

- Assemble participant packets, attendance sheet, name tags.
- Plan the Day 1 registration process.
- Coordinate for meals and coffee/tea breaks.
- Review final participant list and results from any pre-Workshop surveys/assignments.
- Review participant per diem/other logistics.
- Decide how best to divide participants into small groups (if needed).
- Assign roles and sessions to facilitator(s).
- Make adjustments to Workshop schedule, curriculum or materials.
- If needed, appoint a rapporteur and brief him/her on the Workshop content and expectations.
- Review language management plan (if needed):
  - translator process (who will translate and when);
  - how to best present when using translators;
  - slides, flip charting in another language.
- Organize a social event (optional).
- Select material for participants to review beforehand and send a weblink to those materials.

Prepare the meeting room

The day before the Workshop, conduct a “walk through” of the meeting room to be sure it is properly arranged and equipped, including:

- adequate tables and chairs
- optimal table arrangement
- lighting and temperature control
- microphones (if needed)
- audiovisuals, electrical cords, screens
- flip charts, markers (best are black, blue or green), tape.

There are generally two useful ways to arrange the tables. Each has advantages and disadvantages for various Workshop components. Based on the size of your group and room, select an option that will function most effectively.

- U-shape, with facilitators and easels at the open end, ensures that everyone can easily see, hear and interact with each other but it is not conducive for small group work. This shape is best for a smaller workshop group.
- Cabaret-style, with several round tables spaced closely around the room with facilitators at the front of room, is effective for small group work but reduces interaction between participants.

Before the session, post the necessary flip charts on the wall in a clearly visible location in the room. Also, place participant packets at each seat. Packets should include:

- agenda
- copies of presentation slides
- participant roster
- notepaper
- worksheets
- pen/pencil
- name tag and name placard.
Planning schedule

In order to complete each of these parts in a timely manner, planning should begin several months before the Workshop. The schedule in Table 1 is suggested as a guideline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIMELINE</th>
<th>TASK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 months before</td>
<td>• Assemble the Workshop team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Secure a venue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Invite/notify participants and send pre-Workshop survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month before</td>
<td>• Confirm list of participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Arrange travel logistics (earlier if visas are required) for participants and facilitator(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Collect pre-Workshop participant survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Administer pre-Workshop assignment, if any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Review and adjust Workshop curriculum and agenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assign roles and presentations among facilitators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3 weeks before</td>
<td>• Finalize and produce materials, worksheets, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Confirm venue logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 week before</td>
<td>• Assemble participants’ packets and materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Create participant roster with contact information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–2 days before</td>
<td>• Facilitator(s) travels to Workshop location, if applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Conduct facilitators’ meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Prepare the Workshop room</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A facilitator is a person who helps others to move through a process of learning or completing tasks (or often both). A facilitator must give explanations, do demonstrations, answer questions, conduct exercises and lead group discussions—all while keeping to a time schedule!

Although each facilitator has his/her own personal style, great facilitators create an energetic, collaborative learning environment that encourages participants and facilitators to interact, discuss and practise skills together.

Strategies to keep participants energized and attentive

This Workshop is meant to be active. The focus is on engaged, collaborative learning that encourages participants and facilitators to interact, discuss and practise skills together. Some of the common techniques are outlined next.

Qualities and techniques of effective facilitators

Some fundamental practices used by all effective facilitators are listed here.

Be prepared
- Always arrive early to organize the room and materials; check that all audio and computer equipment is working properly.
- Know your daily objectives and what needs to be accomplished for each day/session.

Create a welcoming atmosphere
- Make sure to introduce yourself and greet participants as they arrive.
- Learn the names of each participant and use their names frequently; this creates a collegial atmosphere and helps participants to feel valued and included.

Stay enthusiastic
- The energy level of participants will reflect your own, so stay upbeat and positive.

Stay flexible with the schedule
- Manage and adjust time so all participants adequately understand concepts.
- If you spend more time on one area, plan to make up time elsewhere.
- Be sure to cover all relevant material over the course of the Workshop.

Use the “wisdom in the room”
- Acknowledge the expertise of participants.
- Encourage them to contribute their knowledge and share relevant experiences.

Be mindful of your physical presence in the room
- Do not turn your back to the room but equally do not stay frozen in one spot.
- Move around so everyone can hear, see and stay fully engaged.
- Maintain eye contact with participants so that everyone feels included, avoid always looking at the same person. Looking at a participant for a few seconds will often prompt a reply, even from a shy participant.
Be eager for participants to learn
- Frequently ask questions to make sure participants understand the material, even if they do not ask for help.
- Avoid simple yes or no questions and ask questions that begin with what, why or how.

Observe and respond
- Watch the energy, mood and reaction of the participants. If the room energy feels flat, do not hesitate to pause and perhaps insert a quick energizer (see Section IV) or invite participants to volunteer to lead an energizer of their own.
- Adjust content based on the tempo and productivity of the group to meet their needs.
- Check to see whether participants are having any problems, even if they do not ask for help. If participants know that someone is genuinely interested in their learning, they are more likely to ask for help when they need it.

Remain neutral
- Do not take sides in disagreements that may arise.
- Actively solicit alternative opinions.
- Do not criticize what participants say.

Ask open-ended questions
- Solicit more information and opinions from participants beyond simple yes or no responses.
- Encourage participants to elaborate on their comments (e.g. “What more can you say about that?”).

Encourage critical thinking
- Encourage participants to pose questions to each other, not just to you.
- Do not answer every question right away.
- Reflect questions back to participants or invite others to respond first.

Listen actively
- Allow participants to think and take time to answer a question rather than rushing to fill silence.
- Encourage participants to answer each other’s questions, then summarize or connect ideas.

Get everyone engaged
- Make it safe for everyone to speak and ask the group to agree on guidelines for working together (ground rules such as demonstrate mutual respect, agree to disagree, all questions are welcome, give honest feedback).
- Enthusiastically thank individuals when they ask questions or volunteer for activities.
- Help quieter people to participate by giving them chances to succeed.
- Mix up groups and connect with all participants so everyone has a chance to contribute.

Trust your own advocacy expertise and facilitation skills
- Use the Facilitator’s Guide but do not rely on it as a script.
- Give real-life examples or change order of content as necessary.

Request and use feedback
- Collect participant feedback each day and adjust the next day’s content to re-emphasize topics or adapt teaching approaches.
- Negative feedback is actually quite helpful if it inspires creative improvements.
Deal quickly with “disrupters”

- If a participant disrupts by dominating discussions, having side conversations or challenging your authority with their own, take steps to curb these behaviours right away. There are several suggestions in Section IV under Dealing with disrupters.

Tips for teaching adults

Adult learning is an instructional approach that recognizes that adults learn in a different way to children or young people. Adults have their own unique motivations, needs and learning styles.

**Adults are autonomous and self-directed.** They appreciate having a choice to participate or not. Therefore, it is best to facilitate rather than dictate the training process.

**Adults are goal-oriented.** They have a clear reason for attending and appreciate an organized training session with specific objectives.

**Learning must be relevant and practical.** Adults must see an obvious reason for learning and that the content will be useful to them. Know your audience and what they need. Always try to connect concepts to real work or life experiences.

**Adults are sensitive to wasted time.** Pay attention to start and end times but be willing to adjust to meet the needs of participants. Repeat material for a clear reason.

**Adults may feel anxious about activities where they might appear less competent.** They appreciate safety, fairness and an equal learning environment. Encourage participants not to fear mistakes and praise all attempts to participate, risk an incorrect answer or try a new skill.

Remember that participants in this Workshop will be experienced professionals. The knowledge and skills that they bring to the Workshop are important to the learning process. Facilitators should frequently acknowledge this expertise and attentively encourage participants to contribute their knowledge, share relevant work experiences and provide different perspectives. The learning experience will be enriched for all involved when facilitators and participants learn collaboratively.

Facilitating small group work

During small group work, the facilitator should float among teams as a mentor or “table coach”. The primary role of a table coach is to make sure participants understand the task, follow instructions and work productively. You are closely positioned to look for areas where participants may be confused and to answer questions as they arise.

Effective table coaches:

- allow teams to work independently before jumping in and position themselves nearby while groups work independently to observe;
- pay attention to the conversation, and if the team is getting off track or members clearly do not understand the task, redirect or clarify ideas without any hesitation;
- encourage the group’s critical thinking, by responding with another question if the team asks a question as this will get them thinking;
- watch the clock as teams may get into vigorous discussions, easily losing track of time and thus failing to complete an activity; time reminders can be given at mid-point and five to ten minutes before the activity ends; and
- encourage the group to assign roles as teams are more likely to function efficiently if they assign a timekeeper, recorder and spokesperson at the beginning of an activity.
Co-facilitation

Although a single facilitator is sufficient for this Workshop, an assistant or co-facilitator can be useful. A facilitating partner can record brainstorm ideas on flip charts, serve as a note-taker and help with logistics so the lead facilitator can focus on the process and discussion.

When two facilitators choose to work together, there are some suggestions for effective co-facilitation:

Divide the Workshop by parts and switch off throughout the day. Assign sessions that are a good match with each other’s talents, knowledge or background.

While one facilitates, the other assumes the assistant role (e.g. recording on flip charts, time keeping, etc.). If you are assisting, allow your partner to manage the flow of the discussion. Resist the urge to interrupt or take control, unless support is clearly requested. If you are the lead facilitator, engage your partner to answer participant questions that align with his/her unique expertise.

Establish cues to use during presentations to subtly communicate feedback. Examples are “Time is running out”, “Participants don’t understand”, “We need a quick time out” or “Please help me explain this concept”.

Be prepared to facilitate each other’s sessions in case something unexpected happens (e.g. co-facilitator falls ill).
SECTION III.

FACILITATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP SESSIONS

This section contains complete agendas, learning objectives, instructions and key talking points for each session. The slide show icon indicates when to use the PowerPoint slides.

Call for facilitator feedback

Since this Workshop will be organized and run by different people in different contexts, and for different target groups, it would be useful to exchange experiences, tips and comments among Workshop organizers and facilitators. Therefore, as you progress through each session, note how each session went and what changes you might make for future Workshops. If possible, please record and submit your impressions and suggestions on the Facilitator feedback form in Section IV. This feedback will be shared among organizers and facilitators to learn from each other to continually improve the Workshop.
DAY 1

The Opening session of the Workshop orients participants to the objectives, content and methods of the Workshop, begins to establish rapport among participants and sets the collegial tone of the Workshop.

The morning session then continues with a brief overview of the various types and roles of evidence in policy-making (What is evidence?) and then introduces the different ways to clarify and frame health problems to address with a programme or a policy (Clarifying a problem). This is the first phase of the policy process. Before moving to the next session, there is time to include a hands-on activity appropriate for the goals of the audience.

The focus of the afternoon session is on the second phase of the policy process, where participants learn how to identify and evaluate potential policy options to address the problem (Identifying options). There is a second opportunity for a hands-on activity during which participants can apply their learning so far or continue working on a specific group project. In the discussions throughout the day, encourage participants to compare the “ideal” EIP process with the policy process they currently experience in their work.

Table 2 gives a sample agenda, with the materials needed for the whole day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAMPLE AGENDA</th>
<th>ESTIMATED TIME</th>
<th>MATERIALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opening session</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>PowerPoint slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is evidence?</td>
<td>75 minutes</td>
<td>Laptop, LCD projector, Attendance sheet, Name tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flip charts, Coloured markers, Participant folders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifying a problem</td>
<td>60 minutes</td>
<td>Copies of handouts:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity time</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>• Clarifying a problem: case studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Daily feedback form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying options</td>
<td>60 minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity time</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrap up</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OPENING SESSION

As participants arrive, direct them to sign the attendance sheet and distribute name tags and participant folders.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. **WELCOME** everyone to the Workshop.
2. **INTRODUCE** yourself and other facilitators.
3. **ASK participants to introduce themselves** and describe their professional roles and their experience with using research evidence in policy-making (apart from getting to know the participants, this will also allow a quick assessment of the level of knowledge, skills and experience of participants in terms of knowledge translation).
   Options are to:
   - rotate around the table, one participant at a time;
   - put participants into pairs and have partners introduce each other to the group; or
   - in the introductions, ask participants to also include something personal about themselves to create more rapport (e.g. ask them to tell the group the best/most difficult part of their job, or tell the group something about themself that we might not guess).
4. **EXPLAIN** the Workshop objectives.
   - This Workshop was developed to build the capacity of countries to design and implement health policies informed by research evidence. In this Workshop you will:
     - gain skills to acquire, assess, adapt and apply research evidence; and
     - learn the fundamentals of how to prepare evidence briefs for policy and organize policy dialogues.
   - By the end of this Workshop, you will be able to find and use research evidence to inform work related to prioritizing problems and developing and implementing policies and programmes.
5. **ASK** participants to share one or two topics they most want to learn about in this Workshop. Record responses on a flip chart.
6. **REVIEW Workshop logistics** (e.g. restrooms, emergency exits, meals, per diems, etc.).
7. **SHOW the participant folders.** Point out the contents including copies of the slide presentations, which also contain areas for taking notes.
8. **REVIEW the Workshop agenda.** Point out the variety of teaching methods: presentation, demonstration and hands-on activities.
9. **HIGHLIGHT the agenda** for today.
10. **ASK for final questions** about the Workshop.
The purpose of this session is to build a common understanding of evidence-informed policy-making and the role of evidence in the policy-making process. Use the discussion after the slide presentation to help participants to assess how evidence is used – or not used – in current policy-making in their work.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

- define the term evidence
- identify the role of evidence in making policy
- define evidence-informed policy-making
- describe common challenges in evidence-informed policy-making.

Materials

- PowerPoint slides
- Laptop and projector
- Flip chart or dry erase board
- Markers.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. EXPLAIN the objectives for this session (5 minutes).

2. ACTIVITY: pairs brainstorm (10 minutes).
   - Participants form pairs and are asked them to brainstorm reasons why evidence-informed policy-making is important.
   - After three minutes, pairs share their responses with the full group while you record their responses on a flip chart. Examples could include:
     - results in better decisions and more effective policies
     - can assess different policy options and their impact
     - accountability and transparent democratic processes.
   - Debrief by asking participants to identify similarities and differences in the responses.

3. PRESENT the slide set: What is evidence? (45 minutes)
SECTION III: FACILITATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Objectives of the session

- Define the term evidence.
- Identify the role of evidence in making policy.
- Discuss the concepts of evidence-informed policy making and knowledge translation.
- Describe the different forms of evidence-informed policy making.

Key questions

1. What is evidence?
2. What is its role in the policy-making process?
3. What is evidence-informed policy making?

1. What is evidence?

“Evidence concerns facts (actual or asserted) intended for use in support of a conclusion”*

- A fact is something known by experience or observation.
- Evidence is used to support a conclusion. It is not the same as the conclusion.


Types of evidence

- Context-free scientific evidence
- Context-sensitive scientific evidence
- Tacit knowledge

Types of evidence

Context-free
medical-effectiveness or biomedical research
evidence put into a particular operational setting

Context-sensitive
expertise, view and realities of stakeholders

Slide 2

READ the objectives.

Slide 3

We will answer these three questions in this session.

Slide 4

For our purposes, we will use this definition.

ASK a volunteer to read the definition.

ENCOURAGE responses with these prompts if needed.

- Is evidence just hard facts?
- Are the facts only valid if they are supported by scientific research?
- What about things we can’t touch or measure?

Slide 5

This slide is animated

Think about how different forms of evidence may apply. For example, whether the evidence is context-free or context-sensitive. Is it tacit knowledge or hard facts?

Always consider the type of evidence.

CLICK

Context-free evidence is what works in general, or knowledge about the overall “potential” of something. In other words, this evidence will generally appear the same in any setting or environment. This is typically used within medical effectiveness or biomedical research. For example, the fact that aspirin can relieve a headache is not context specific. It will work against headache in any environment.

CLICK

Context-sensitive evidence is evidence put into a particular operational setting. For example, what happens when we want to make aspirin available in rural villages? How will we communicate about the use and benefits of aspirin? How will we distribute aspirin? This evidence will be unique to this particular context of rural villages. But the fact that aspirin works is not context specific.

Think of context-sensitive evidence as where quantitative meets qualitative or where the theory meets the reality. Both types of evidence are captured in systematic reviews, in other syntheses (e.g. a policy brief), in single studies and in pilot or case studies.

CLICK
A third and often less acknowledged category is **tacit knowledge**. Tacit knowledge comes from experience, lessons learned, organizational tradition and best practice. It is a mixture of intuition, common sense, know-how and pragmatism.

In some cases, tacit knowledge may help to address areas where other evidence is inconclusive or non-existent.

*Facilitate a brief discussion* with prompts such as:

- What is the implication of having different types of evidence?
- What does it mean for you as a researcher that we have these different types of evidence?

**Slide 6**

Tacit knowledge comes from experience, lessons learned, organizational tradition and best practice. By comparison, explicit knowledge is scientific, structured, verifiable and replicable evidence. Evidence synthesis products such as systematic reviews are highest on the hierarchy of robust evidence because they are more comprehensive and reliable than a single study.

The importance of combining explicit and tacit knowledge is to create robust evidence that will enhance design of context-specific solutions that are operational and applicable to local context.

**Slide 7**

Some evidence may be more convincing than other evidence. Scientific research is generally more valued and trusted than an "informed opinion". Yet how do we know what is good science or not? Was the research conducted using solid methods or was it perhaps influenced by donor money? Therefore, we must always consider the quality and reliability of evidence.

**Slide 8**

Not all evidence has equal quality. So how do I determine how much confidence to have in given evidence? Many times the evidence may look good at first glance. But factors such as study design, methodology, biases, sample size, sampling methods and so on may decrease our level of confidence in the evidence.

**Slide 9**

Making judgements in a systematic and transparent way could protect against errors and facilitate knowledge transfer. Likewise this may help to resolve arguments by focusing the deliberations on the available evidence and the interpretation given to specific findings rather than in ideology or other non-declared interests (e.g. financial conflicts of interest).
SECTION III: FACILITATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Slide 10
This slide is animated

> ASK participants to raise their hands if they think expert opinion is evidence. Then ask for a show of hands of those who think it is NOT evidence. Ask each side to explain their opinions.

CLICK

Expert opinion is much more than evidence. It is facts laced with personal attitudes, experiences, bias and human sentiment. It is evidence plus opinion and conclusions.

An example. A lot of expert opinion says that migration is commonly seen as the result of poverty and violence in origin countries. So migrants mostly move to seek a better life abroad. While this may be partly true and is based on some evidence, it is embedded in the experience that these experts have with the system. But in fact, research evidence shows that growing prosperity in poorer countries increases migration and that the level of migration is largely determined by labour demand in destination countries (The Determinants of International Migration (DEMIG) project, based at the University of Oxford).

When using expert opinion, try to get to the actual facts behind that opinion and then appraise the credibility of the opinion.

The strength of an expert’s opinion should be based on its connection with facts, not on how articulate or persuasive the expert is.

> ASK: What do you think are the pros and cons of expert opinion?

For example, it can help non-experts to interpret data but the bias of the expert might lead you to an incorrect or narrow conclusion.

Slide 11

In policy-making, evidence is just one factor or ingredient going into the process. Many inputs come into play. For example, new politicians come into office or pressure groups might veto what you say.

These other factors may influence how we introduce evidence into the policy-making process. For example, we may have to present the evidence in a way that is sensitive to local culture and tradition or wait to introduce the evidence until the political context is more favourable.

> ASK participants to share any examples from their own work of how factors like these influenced a policy. Be prepared to share your own example if needed.

Slide 12

Developing public policy is not a single event. And although the slide almost implies that it is a linear process with a clear starting point and clear-cut sections, it is not. However, for our learning purposes, we identify three phases in the process. These include the setting of the agenda, where policy-makers identify problems, prioritize these problems for the policy agenda and identify desired goals (solutions).
Slide 12 (contd)

In the analysis phase, the issues are carefully considered and various possible courses of action are proposed. Policy-makers then discuss a list of recommendations and make a decision that ideally leads to action.

Evidence can inform each stage of the policy-making process. For example, a recent disease outbreak might provide new data to show a critical shortage of health care workers. This issue now becomes an agenda priority over competing issues.

 ADDR FACILITATE a brief discussion on this issue with these prompts:  
- How can we use evidence to set a policy agenda?  
- How can we use evidence to analyse policy options?  
- How can we use evidence to determine actions?

Evidence will then be needed to analyse causes of the health care worker shortage and propose solutions. Perhaps there are data to show low output from training schools, low retention due to low pay or poor distribution of workers between urban and rural areas.

The policy-makers also need evidence to help them to understand the benefits, costs or potential consequences of implementing different options. These options could include shifting tasks to lower cadres, training more health workers, or giving incentives to those already in service.

We will talk more in this training about finding and using evidence for this process.

Slide 13

One should endeavour to combine research evidence from both local assessment and global evidence, usually from systematic reviews, as appropriate as each has different benefits. A systematic review compiles experiences from several settings to address a particular research issue. Assessing local evidence reveals answers to a research issue as assessed contextually, in this case in a given local setting. Such local contextual factors include underlying causes of a given problem and local needs, values and resources.

Let’s take the problem of health worker migration to higher-income countries. First, we would look at local data and research findings to uncover the causes in our own setting, gauge the scale of our problem (Is it widespread? More in some provinces? Why is it happening?) and examine the effectiveness of previous policies to address this problem.

A look at systematic reviews may then reveal what policy options have been beneficial or harmful in other countries struggling with health worker migration. This helps us to judge which policy options might work in our own setting and how we may need to adapt those options to address the specific factors revealed by local evidence.

Later we will talk much more about systematic reviews.
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Slide 14
This slide is animated

- **ASK** a volunteer to read the first box.

- **CLICK** to reveal the second box and **READ**.

To ensure that evidence is relevant and reliable, we should appraise it **systematically** by asking:

- Is this the best available evidence?
- Have we looked everywhere we possibly could?
- How do we know we have looked everywhere?

Our systematic process must also be transparent so that others can examine what research evidence was used and how it was judged.

Slide 15

Shifting from policy-making informed by beliefs and opinions towards arguments supported by research is not always easy. There can be many barriers to evidence-informed policy-making. For example, there may be no office with the mandate or funding to do knowledge translation activities or policy-makers may not even want the evidence.

- **REVIEW** briefly some of the challenges in the middle column of the chart.

- **ASK** participants to share challenges they have faced in incorporating evidence into policy-making.

Remember that, in daily practice, evidence itself does not make the decision. It can only help to influence the decision.

Slide 16

- **REVIEW** the key points (or ask a volunteer to read them).

- **ASK** for any comments or questions.

Slide 17

Resources (see slide deck)

FACILITATION STEPS (contd)

4. **FACILITATE** a brief discussion with these prompts (10 minutes)

- In what ways does your current policy-making process resemble (or not) the evidence-informed policy-making process?

- What evidence is typically used to make policies in your work context?

5. **ASK** for final questions.

EXPLAIN that in the next session we will talk about how to clarify a policy problem that requires research evidence, including how to describe or frame the policy question or problem and how to describe its size in relation to evidence-informed policy discussions.
CLARIFYING A PROBLEM

60 minutes

This session introduces the concept of problem clarification. Four key questions are presented that can be used to help to clarify a policy problem. We will emphasize how the different answers to these questions can have important implications for the types of information and research evidence that will be relevant.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:
- outline a process and key questions to help to clarify a policy problem;
- compare various frameworks to describe or frame a health problem; and
- discuss ways to describe the size and cause of a problem.

Materials

- PowerPoint slides
- Laptop and projector
- Flip chart or dry erase board
- Markers.

FACILITATION STEPS

BEFORE you begin this session, consider leading a brief learning assessment activity to determine how well participants have learned key concepts from the previous session. It also helps to focus the group energy and to bring participants together after the break. Ideas for brief learning assessments are given in Section IV.

1. EXPLAIN the objectives for this session (5 minutes).
2. PRESENT the slide set: Clarifying a problem (45 minutes).

Slide 1

We have just discussed different types of evidence. The first step in using that evidence to inform policy is to identify a very specific health problem to address with policy. This is a very important and often difficult step in the process of evidence-informed health policy-making. Clarifying the problem helps policy-makers to choose solutions that will actually address the problem.

Slide 2

» ASK a volunteer to read the objectives.
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Slide 3

There are three main phases in this framework or model of evidence-informed policy-making:

- clarifying a problem
- framing options (possible solutions) for the problem
- implementing an option.

Each phase requires evidence.

Slide 4

When clarifying a policy problem these are the four questions to explore:

- READ the questions (or ask a volunteer to read them).

These questions give us an organized process to follow to clarify any health policy question presented. We will explore them in detail one by one.

1. What is the problem?

- How was the problem initially described?
- What was the motivation for preparing this particular policy brief?
- Later iterations and analysis may lead to a better framing.

Slide 5

- First, what is the problem?

Stakeholders with different backgrounds and lenses may see the same problem differently. This step helps to get everyone on the same page.

For example, a problem may be initially presented as lack of access to medical services. Different stakeholders may attribute this problem to inadequate operating hours, distance from users, terrain of the area, absent medical workers and equipment, weather conditions, and so on. It is important that stakeholders agree on which factor to focus on, even though all of the factors may contribute to overall lack of access to medical services. This may require several meetings to be sure what the specific issue is.

Slide 6

Sometimes the problem is not very clear, especially at the health system level where problems can be complex and multisectoral. Often we jump to solutions before uncovering the real problem. It is advisable to involve policy-makers and implementers in the process of defining the problem.

Problem definition may not necessarily happen in just one or two meetings. Often, the more time we spend analysing an issue, the clearer the primary causes and drivers of the problem become. Then we can judge best what the problem is. Do not be tempted to rush through the process of defining the problem.

Slide 7

How did this issue come to your attention? This factor may be prompting the policy brief. It may also influence the speed in which the issue must be addressed or the way different people are compelled to act.

- FACILITATE a brief discussion on this issue with these prompts:
  - In your work, what “problems” have come up or have received more attention recently?
Slide 7 (contd)

• How did this problem get the attention?
• Who brought it to your attention?

➤ OFFER your own example to help participants’ thinking.

Slide 8

Knowing how the problem came to attention can help to clarify the problem and the extent to which it warrants attention.

There are many ways that a problem can surface.

➤ READ a few examples from the list. HIGHLIGHT where they overlap with the participants’ examples.

➤ FACILITATE a brief discussion with these questions:
  • Can you think of other ways?
  • Who can share a story from your work of how a problem came to your attention?
  • How did the way it came to attention influence what happened next?

Slide 9

➤ Second, we should ask how the problem has been framed or described.

Slide 10

How different stakeholders perceive the problem may be influenced by their background, their professional training, and so on.

You will need to involve different people in the discussion, so you must be able to speak their “language”. This process often needs repeating as the issue becomes clearer.

Slide 11

A problem can be framed or described in different ways by or for different audiences.

➤ REVIEW the key points.

Describing a problem in terms of disease or risk factors may resonate with the Ministry of Health but maybe not with the parliament or with labour unions. These stakeholders might be more interested in the financial or health worker aspect of the problem presented. Therefore presenting it in that way may make more sense.

➤ List on a flip chart the following ways to frame a health worker shortage problem (these appear on the next slide):
  • inadequate supply of health workers
  • insufficient use of health workers
Constructing a table may help clarify how best to frame the problem.

Slide 12

This table is difficult to see, so you will need to either prepare a handout in an enhanced version or summarize it for the audience.

Tables can be useful ways to compare the advantages and disadvantages of different framing options. This table shows different ways to frame the problem of shifting tasks from doctors to other professionals within the health system. As could be seen the same problem of “task shifting” could be framed in different ways that probably makes more sense to different audiences (e.g. health professionals, unions, policy-makers)

⇒ READ some examples from the table.
⇒ ASK for any final comments or questions about how to frame a problem.

Slide 13

Part of clarifying a problem also involves estimating its size.

3. How big is the problem?

⇒ The third question is how big is the problem?
You may be able to measure the problem quantitatively, for example as proportions or in absolute numbers. The literature will often give you some common indicators such as:

- how many people are at risk of developing a given disease;
- how many are covered by a given programme (versus those that it should cover); or
- how many policies have been implemented with what outcome.

Slide 14

⇒ Using comparisons to show size

Or you may be able to show the size by making implicit or explicit comparisons.

⇒ REVIEW the slide with examples.
⇒ FACILITATE a brief discussion with these prompts:
- What other ways can you use to show the scale of a problem?
- What have you used in the past to describe problems?
⇒ ASK for any final comments or questions about showing the size of a problem.

The first two questions are often the most difficult ones to answer.

Finally, we need to ask what the cause of the problem is.

It is important to identify the causes as these will later directly link to the options or possible solutions. But causes are complex and not easy to disentangle. There are many layers of influencers. The term causes is used here to refer to the “factors underlying the problem” and may not always make reference to a definitive cause-effect mechanism (in the epidemiological sense of the terms).

These are some methods to uncover and clarify possible causes.

ASK participants.
- Can you think of any other ways?
- What methods have you used in your work?

This table is difficult to see, so you will need to either prepare a handout in an enhanced version or summarize it for the audience.

Again, visual frameworks can help to summarize ideas and organize your thinking. This is a general framework that has been useful.

WRITE the following words on a flip chart:
- delivery
- finance
- governance.

REVIEW the table briefly.

To give an example, if we have a problem of inadequate health care services, and you would like to look exhaustively where the causes may lie, you could use a framework as shown in the slide. Is it delivery arrangements or is it a governance problem, as in how decisions and policies have been made about where services can and cannot be availed? Is it financial arrangements, about who pays for what? Could it be health systems information and research where the needs of particular areas are not communicated back to the central ministry well enough for them to adjust the decisions of delivery? The slide shows an example of such an analysis using three of the building blocks of the WHO health system framework.
Clarifying the Problem

For example

• A problem was initially framed in terms of delivery arrangements:
  – a shortage of health workers in rural areas.
• The cause of this shortage may be related to financial or governance arrangements:
  – how health workers are paid.
  – licensing of different types of health worker to perform specific tasks.

Finding frameworks

• Google Scholar or PubMed:
  – combine the word framework with key words describing the problem.
• Talk with experts in the specific area (often the most efficient way).
• Other sources:
  – other policy briefs on closely related issues
  – policy analyses
  – systematic reviews (or their overviews).

WHO health systems framework

A useful framework is the WHO health systems framework (and we do acknowledge that there are other health systems frameworks that have different components or categories), which identifies six blocks under which elements of a health system can be categorized:

• service delivery
• health workforce
• health information systems
• access to essential medicines
• financing
• leadership/governance

These elements all interact at different levels. As we have been saying, health systems issues are complex. Hence any problem may have causes related to any combination of these blocks. One needs to be sure where the problem lies before identifying solutions.

Slide 20

Here is another example:

⇒ REVIEW the slide.

Slide 21

⇒ REVIEW the sources.

Please keep in mind though that frameworks are only meant as a guide allowing you to identify the problem and its causes systematically. Frameworks are usually general and can be applied widely for different subjects. We will show you a few additional frameworks that you may find useful.

Slide 22

A health care financing framework


This table is difficult to see, so you will need to summarize it for the audience.

⇒ REVIEW the chart briefly.

Slide 23

A human resources framework


This table is difficult to see, so you will need to summarize it for the audience.

⇒ REVIEW the graph briefly.
Slide 25

Brainstorming is another way to help in the process of clarifying the problem and its causes, particularly with people who have direct knowledge of the context. Consult with your experts several times to generate ideas and check your hypotheses.

INVITE participants to share examples of how they have used brainstorming to clarify a problem.

Slide 26

Often we are tempted to jump right to the options. But do not rush when you are facilitating a process like this. Take time to clarify the problem so you move in a unified, transparent way towards options.

Also remember to frame the problem from the beginning in terms that policy-makers can understand. They are your final target.

Slide 27

This is just to recap on the four questions used for deliberations about clarifying a problem.

Slide 28

Resources (see slide deck)

FACILITATION STEPS (contd)

3. **ASK** for any final comments or questions about clarifying a problem (10 minutes).
ACTIVITY TIME

45 minutes

By now, participants will be ready for something active after sitting through two slide presentations. Use this time slot to lead an activity that will encourage participants to apply what they have learned in an interactive exercise. There are three options to consider below.

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Small group work

This allows participants to work on a real project within their local context. If the project involves clarifying a health problem for policy work, the following questions may be useful in discussions.1

- What questions could you ask to clarify the problem?
- How did the problem come to attention? How likely is the prospect the problem will be addressed?
- What indicators can be used or what comparisons could be made to establish the magnitude of the problem?
- How can a problem be framed (or described) in a way that will motivate different groups? Who are these groups that need to be reached?

Case study

This activity helps participants to think critically about how they would clarify a problem in three different scenarios. Follow these steps to facilitate.

1. Divide participants into three teams and distribute the handout Clarifying a problem: case studies. Assign each team a scenario.
2. Give teams about 15 minutes to read their scenario and to answer the discussion questions.
3. As a full group, ask each team to discuss its scenario and its responses to the discussion questions (about 15 minutes per team).

Brief presentation

This can also be an open time for a brief presentation to be made on a side topic, to invite a guest speaker or to allow a participant to make a special presentation.

---

IDENTIFYING OPTIONS

60 minutes

In the previous session, we discussed how to clarify the problem. In this session, we discuss how to identify various options to address that problem. Again, the slide presentation follows a series of guiding questions that can be used to identify and assess various policy options.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

- describe ways to generate options to address a problem; and
- review tools and strategies to evaluate and select policy options.

Materials

- PowerPoint slides
- Laptop and projector
- Flip chart or dry erase board
- Markers.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. EXPLAIN the objectives for this session (5 minutes).
2. PRESENT the slide set: Identifying options (45 minutes).

Slide 1

In the previous session, we talked about how to clarify the problem. In this session, we will talk about how to identify the various options – the policy solutions – to address that problem.

Slide 2

REVUEW the objectives.

Slide 3

With regard to the evidence-informed policy-making framework, we are now at the second stage after clarifying the problem. We will now look into framing options (possible solutions) to address the problem.
There are five questions that can help to organize our discussions and help us to think through the process of option framing. This structure is not rigid. Use these questions flexibly.

**ASK** volunteers to read each question one at a time.

There are two main themes here:
- What are the possible options?
- What evidence do we need in order to evaluate these options?

**Slide 5**

Options should stem directly from the causes (underlying factors) of the problem. If we are clear about the causes we can identify options to impact those causes. For example, an option could be a new policy to provide a programme or service, a policy change in the health system, or a new way of implementing an existing policy.

**ASK:** everyone to think of an option related to a problem identified in the earlier session.

**INVITE** each participant to share his/her option. **ENCOURAGE** them to keep this option in mind throughout this session.

**Slide 6**

A good place to start is the causes of the problem and where those causes lie within the health system (e.g. delivery, financial, governance). For example, Is the problem caused by a lack of human resources or finances?

To facilitate the process of identifying the options, you can look at the results of a systematic review related to your problem. Perhaps the results of a systematic review on the effectiveness of lay health workers might help to outline options to solve your human resource problem among health care workers.

Look at how other regional neighbours have addressed the same problem. You do not need to copy their interventions but you can learn from their experience.

You can also consult key informants who have specific knowledge in this area. Finally, your team can brainstorm its own ideas.

**FACILITATE** a brief discussion with these prompts:
- Which one of these strategies might be useful with your chosen problem?
- Have you tried any of these so far? If so, what was the outcome?

**ASK:** What questions do you have at this point?

**Slide 7**

The causes of and solutions to health system problems are complex. Sometimes, the best option will be a specific intervention. Other times it will be a broad-based intervention or even a number of interventions linked together to address the problem.

**READ** the example.

This is a complex intervention involving also community health workers and will likely need multiple policy components.
Slide 8
Consider effectiveness studies that have been conducted globally to see the effect of the intervention. Remember to consider particularly the effects on those groups easily marginalized by policies and practices. Ask yourself questions such as:

- What will the effect be on special groups (like children under 5 years, migrants, pregnant women)?
- What might we observe if we intervene and if we do not intervene (keep the status quo)?
- How will process indicators (such as coverage rates) of health benefits change under the given intervention?

Slide 9
There may be some unintended consequences of an option.

Again, look at the local and global literature for negative consequences of policies, especially among vulnerable groups. Studies designed to examine harmful effects or effectiveness can be helpful if they have data comparing two or more groups, settings or situations. We can then apply those results to our own setting.

Slide 10
Before recommending a policy, you may need to review economic evaluations to consider what it will cost to implement and other economic implications.

Economic evaluations of policies and programmes compare the costs and consequences of alternative interventions to determine the best use of scarce resources. This comparison may be done from the viewpoint of a payer (such as government and insurance companies), from the viewpoint of a provider (such as a health manager or hospital board) or from that of health care recipients or taxpayers.

Stakeholders may view costs differently. What a provider considers an expense may be seen as a benefit by society. One option may appeal to the government but be rejected by citizens because it increases taxes.

- **INVITE participants to share any experiences they have using economic evaluations, if any.**
- **ASK participants which cost issues or debates existed in their particular health policy.**

DISCUSS briefly.

Slide 11
The evidence supporting various options often comes from elsewhere. How do we know whether it will work in our setting? Many of the studies we have just mentioned are quantitative and talk about the positive and negative effects of a policy or programme. Qualitative studies and qualitative evidence synthesis consider settings and context and note variables that can be modified.
Slide 12

Reports about stakeholder experiences with the proposed option may also be informative. They may reveal, for example, how policy-makers view the option, how local opinion leaders speak about it or how the media portrays it. For example, contraception is a good policy option but what does the Catholic church say about it (and how many people listen to the church)? Consider the views of stakeholders of all kinds.

All of these steps help you to extensively explore a given option before you present it to a policy-maker.

Æ ASK: Who are the influential opinion leaders for your particular health problem?

DISCUSS briefly.

Slide 13

A table like this can help you to compare the options using these criteria. It can also highlight areas of missing information and keeps the process systematic and transparent.

Do not judge an option’s feasibility in advance because you anticipate strong reactions. Do not eliminate an option just because you think it will not be popular or that local culture or politics will not accept it. This is falling back into the practice of opinion-based policy-making rather than evidence-informed policy-making.

Leave the final choice for the decision-makers. Remember that evidence-informed health policy-making is not decision-making. It simply brings in arguments. Decision-making is a political process.

Æ ASK for any comments or questions.

Slide 14

Æ REVIEW the key points (or ask volunteers to read them).

Slides 15 and 16

Resources (see slide deck)

FACILITATION STEPS (contd)

3. ASK for any final comments or questions about identifying options (10 minutes).
ACTIVITY TIME

90 minutes

Use this time slot to lead an activity that will encourage participants to apply what they have learned in an interactive exercise. There are three options to consider below.

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Small group work

Time for participants to work on a real project within their local context. Groups can continue their work from the previous activity and identify options to address the problem using the approach described in this session.

Group brainstorming exercise

One participant describes a real-life health system problem that is a current focus of policy work in their area. Facilitate a discussion with the full group to help to identify various policy options for this problem, using questions from the presentation:

- What are the possible options to address the problem?
- What benefits/harms are likely with each option? Which ones are important to those who will be affected?
- What are the local costs of each option? Is there local evidence about their cost–effectiveness?
- How can each option be adapted? How might that alter its benefits, harms and costs?
- Whose opinions might influence the acceptability of an option and its benefits, harms and costs?

Brief presentation

Use this time to make another brief presentation, invite a guest speaker, show a video or allow a participant to make a special presentation, etc.
WRAP UP

15 minutes

This session summarizes the key points from the day and encourages participants to reflect on their learning and give input on the Workshop delivery.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

- summarize the day’s topics and achievements; and
- provide feedback about the Workshop so far.

Materials

- Handout: Daily feedback.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. THANK participants for their enthusiasm and hard work.
2. REVIEW the main topics from the day quickly.
3. ASK participants for any final questions or comments about the day.
4. DISTRIBUTE the Daily feedback handout. Invite participants to write what they enjoyed the most, where they learned the most, where they still feel confused and what should be changed tomorrow.
5. ATTEND to any remaining logistics and CLOSE the day.

AFTER THE DAY

- REVIEW participants’ feedback.
- PREPARE a SUMMARY for the following morning.
- Review today’s progress and tomorrow’s agenda. Adjust the content and timing as needed based on participant feedback.
- Remove flip charts that are no longer needed and prepare materials for the next day.
- Record any impressions and/or suggestions for future Workshops on the Facilitator feedback form.
DAY 2

The EIP framework that we are working with has three phases. On Day 1, participants explored the first two phases of the EIP framework: clarifying a problem and identifying options to address the problem. Today’s sessions focus on the third phase of the framework: implementation considerations of policy options.

Before addressing the third phase, the morning sessions, concentrate on how to use systematic reviews as a source of evidence in policy-making. They cover what systematic reviews are and where to find them (Finding evidence: systematic reviews) and how to evaluate systematic reviews for methodological quality (Assessing a systematic review). Both sessions give participants hands-on experience in finding reviews online and using checklists to appraise them, which emphasizes practical skill building. The activity time session can be used for more of this hands-on practise or to apply these skills to a specific project.

The afternoon begins with a presentation on identifying implementation considerations and identifying strategies to address these barriers (Implementing policy options). There is a second opportunity for a hands-on activity to which participants can apply their learning so far or for continuing working on a specific group project.

The sample agenda is given in Table 3, with the materials needed for the whole day. By the end of today, participants should have a better understanding of the three phases of the EIP framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAMPLE AGENDA</th>
<th>ESTIMATED TIME</th>
<th>MATERIALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outlook on Day 2</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
<td>PowerPoint slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding evidence: systematic reviews</td>
<td>75 minutes</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td>LCD projector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing a systematic review</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Attendance sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity time</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>Name tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flip charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing policy options</td>
<td>60 minutes</td>
<td>Coloured markers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td>Participant folders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity time</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Copies of handouts:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrap up</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
<td>• Finding and using research evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• AMSTAR 2 checklist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• SURE checklist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Daily feedback form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OUTLOOK ON DAY 2

15 minutes

As you review the key concepts from yesterday, highlight again the three phases of the policy process. This will help participants to see how they are moving from the two phases discussed yesterday to the third phase in today’s work.

1. WELCOME everyone back to the Workshop.

2. SUMMARIZE briefly the participant feedback from yesterday and describe any adjustments planned for today.

3. ASK participants to name the main accomplishments or outcomes from yesterday. Responses may include:
   - group rapport
   - better understanding of the policy process
   - know more ways to describe or frame a health problem.

4. REVIEW the main topics and activities planned for the day. Explain that yesterday we covered the first two phases of the policy process: clarifying the problem and framing options. Today we move to the third phase of the policy process: implementing options.

5. ASK for questions.

6. LEAD a brief learning assessment exercise to review key concepts from yesterday. For ideas, see Quick exercises to assess participant learning (Section IV).
FINDING EVIDENCE: SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS

90 minutes

This session will introduce participants to systematic reviews as a source of evidence to assess policy options. Some participants may be less familiar with systematic reviews and may need more time to navigate the websites in the hands-on portion of the presentation. Consider using more experienced participants as peer mentors during this activity.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

- identify sources of research evidence about a problem, options and implementation strategies;
- describe the main features of systematic reviews and their advantages over single studies;
- clarify myths and misunderstandings of systematic reviews; and
- review useful sources of systematic reviews and other types of evidence.

Materials

- PowerPoint slides
- Laptop and projector
- Flip chart or dry erase board
- Markers
- Handout: Finding and using research evidence.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. EXPLAIN the objectives for this session (5 minutes).
2. PRESENT the slide set: Finding evidence: systematic reviews (55 minutes).

Slide 1

We have clarified the problem and considered different policy options. Next, we will need evidence to assess these options. Systematic reviews are a good source of that evidence.

Slide 2

ASK a volunteer to read the objectives.
SECTION III: FACILITATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Slide 3

► REFER to the handout Finding and using research evidence.

This handout from McMaster University lists some useful sources of evidence to answer particular questions. The information in this first section relates to clarifying a problem.

► POINT to this section on the handout and highlight any key information.

Slide 4

The middle section relates to finding options.

► POINT to this section on the handout and highlight any key information.

Slide 5

► ASK participants who have ever used a systematic review to raise their hands

► INVITE one of them to define a systematic review.

► READ the definition of a systematic review.

A systematic review is broader than a classic meta-analysis. Systematic reviews sometimes include meta-analyses in their process.

Slide 6

A meta-analysis is a statistical approach to combine the data derived from systematic reviews.

Slide 7

This slide is animated

This is the process of a systematic review.

► CLICK to display each step

Remember that reviewers do not make recommendations. They simply interpret the evidence and summarize it.

Slide 8

Systematic reviews can be conducted for several types of research.

► REVIEW the types.
Slide 9

➤ **ASK:** Can anyone explain the difference between a systematic review, an overview of systematic reviews and an evidence brief for policy?

**ENCOURAGE responses.**

➤ **REVIEW** the definitions from the slide.

➤ **ASK** if everyone is clear about the differences between meta analysis, systematic review, overviews, and an evidence brief.

**ENCOURAGE questions.**

Slide 10

**This slide is animated**

➤ **ASK** participants to brainstorm some advantages that systematic reviews have over single studies.

**ENCOURAGE responses.**

**CLICK**

With so many studies being published, it is challenging to keep up with the literature. Single studies may have results that apply only to a select population or may even contradict results from another similar study. When these studies are looked at together within a systematic review, a clearer (and more consistent) picture will emerge. Using reviews that summarize the outcomes of multiple intervention studies saves time and shows stakeholders that the evidence has been compiled systematically.

Slide 11

When using results from multiple studies summarized in a systematic review, policy-makers are more likely to make balanced decisions and have more confidence on what they can expect from those policy decisions.

Slide 12

The classic systematic review looks at clinical evidence produced by randomized controlled trials. But there are a number of other types of systematic review of qualitative research evidence (or systematic reviews of both qualitative and quantitative research evidence in the same review). They go by many names.

➤ **READ the list.**

These types of qualitative review can be just as useful for policy-making.

➤ **ASK:** Do you know about these or have you actually done these?

Most policy-makers are not familiar with systematic reviews, how to do them or how to use the results. You may need to explain systematic reviews and their value in the policy-making process more fully. Also, you may have to teach policy-makers where to find systematic reviews and how to appraise their quality and utility. This will help to build local capacity for evidence-informed policy-making.
SECTION III: FACILITATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Slide 13
A number of constraints have limited the use of systematic reviews in policy-making. Apart from the common misconceptions about them shown in the slide, sometimes systematic reviews can be difficult to locate within different databases. They can also be hard to understand because they are long and are often written in highly technical language.

Slide 14
- REVIEW the stages.

In this session, we will discuss how to find and select systematic reviews. We will cover the final two stages in the next session.

Slide 15
These are some useful sources of systematic reviews.
- REVIEW the list and ask if anyone has used any of these sources before.
- INVITE participants to open their laptops to look at the sites during the discussion.

Slide 16
Health Systems Evidence compiles syntheses of research evidence specifically on health systems covering topics such as governance, financial and delivery arrangements within health systems, and about implementation strategies that can support change in health systems. It is updated regularly. It can help you frame your questions and to find evidence about options.

Slide 17
- REVIEW the different elements of the search refinement.

Slide 18
Notice how these boxes reflect the same framework categories/health system arrangements we talked about in the previous sessions (governance, finance and delivery).
Slide 19
We will take 10 minutes to go through this interface. You must register before you can navigate the site.

ASSIST participants to register and guide them through this interface.

Slide 20
This is the interface that appears when you click on one of the findings. It summarizes the topics, content and quality of a systematic review.

Slide 21
The Cochrane Library is another source for high-quality, accessible synthesized research evidence for topics in health care. You may have to pay for access to the Cochrane Library. Sometimes you can access this in your local library.

You can enter search criteria into the top boxes and then select which domain you would like to search. In this example, we are searching for reviews about community health workers within the databases of Consumers and Communication and Effective Practise/Health Systems.

POINT to red arrows.

Slide 22
Here are the results of our search. If we click on the first record, the full article will appear.

ASSIST participants, as needed, to navigate the screen.

Slide 23
This is the article.

Slide 24
The Cochrane guidelines require that information like that shown above is presented explicitly. This is helpful in appraising the quality of a given systematic review.
Slide 25

On the Cochrane site you can search using a key search term (or MeSH term) in addition to using the advanced search feature with more details (e.g. year of publication).

POINT out these key features.

Slide 26

Health Evidence is another source of systematic reviews focused on the effects of public health interventions/programmes. It currently includes close to 5000 systematic reviews critically appraised regarding their “quality” (reliability) and relevance. The reviews are identified using electronic and hand searches. A short summary with the main findings and practice and policy implications is also included.

Slide 27

PDQ (pretty darn quick) Evidence is another useful resource where you can find systematic reviews and overviews related to health systems interventions.

Slide 28

The search is relatively simple and you can use free text words in seven different languages.

Slide 29

We have used an example related to a policy on tobacco plain package. In the following slides you can see what PDQ is able to display from each record.

Slide 30

On the right side, there is a list of the records identified with additional information for each of them.
Then, for each individual record...

... you can find the number of studies included in the review and whether the review has been included in any overview of systematic reviews (identifying related reviews in the field).

You can also find general summarized information about the review.

DIRECT participants to open the PubMed website.

PubMed lists more than systematic reviews. So be sure to focus your search.

POINT to the red arrow.

Here we want to search systematic reviews about task shifting.

The top box shows the terms you searched for.

POINT to the upper arrow.

You will also see links to citations related to the publication listed.

POINT to the lower arrow.
Slide 37
You can manage the filters in a given search using the links shown by the arrow. You can filter the papers by language, publication date, and so on.

**POINT to the filter area near the red arrow.**

Slide 38

**DIRECT participants to open the SUPPORT website.**

SUPPORT presents results for health system questions in a more user-friendly way. It is most relevant to low-income countries. They are summaries of systematic reviews prepared by health system researchers independent from the reviews' authors.

Slide 39

**POINT to these sections.**

Here is a SUPPORT summary on the impact of user fees on access to health services. Notice the Key Messages section and the summary of what is included and not included.

Slide 40

The next page offers some background and tells us how the systematic review was actually conducted.

Slide 41

The summary of findings is very easy to read and understand.

Slide 42

This chart explains how relevant the findings might be to low- and middle-income countries.
And finally, this page shows where to go for additional information.

There are many systematic reviews available, so have clear criteria to select those that meet your current need. You may choose to include or exclude studies based on methodology, target populations, types of intervention, and so on.

If you want to define a specific problem in a specific setting, you may want to restrict your reviews to that or similar settings. On the other hand, you may need to look extensively at what other jurisdictions have done to find the right solution to the problem. So you may not want to restrict the setting. Always consider the context in which the study was conducted compared with yours even if it is in the same country, age group, time, etc.

ASK for any questions or comments about finding or selecting systematic reviews.

REVIEW the key points (or ask a volunteer to read them).

In the time remaining (approximately 30 minutes), ENCOURAGE participants to practise navigating the different websites by searching for reviews on their own personal topic of interest.

Offer assistance and answer questions as you walk around the room.
ASSESSING A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

90 minutes

This is another hands-on skill-building session in which participants practise using two tools to assess elements of systematic reviews. The following activity time can be used to extend this practise or for participants to assess a systematic review for a real-life policy project.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

- discuss the importance of appraising systematic reviews in evidence-informed policy making;
- describe techniques to appraise systematic reviews; and
- explore ways to appraise other types of study.

Materials

- PowerPoint slides
- Laptop and projector
- Flip chart or dry erase board
- Markers
- Handouts: AMSTAR 2 checklist, SURE checklist.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. EXPLAIN the objectives for this session (5 minutes).
2. PRESENT the slide set: Assessing a systematic review (75 minutes).

Slide 1

In the last session we became familiar with locating systematic reviews. Now we will discuss how to evaluate those reviews.

Slide 2

After we select our evidence, the next step is to assess how much confidence we can place in the given reviews. We will look at the advantages of different methods.

We will also discuss how to appraise other sources of evidence if we do not have a systematic review.
Slide 3
This slide is animated

➤ ASK: What do we mean by confidence in a study or a review?

ENCOURAGE responses.

➤ CLICK to display the text.

➤ ASK a volunteer to read the definition.

Slide 4

Note that confidence in a systematic review is not the same as confidence in an estimate of effect derived from the review.

In order to make this distinction and be able to answer any additional query from the participants, the facilitator should have a good understanding of the GRADE methodology.

Slide 5
This slide is animated

➤ ASK: What do we mean by bias?

ENCOURAGE responses.

➤ CLICK to display the text.

➤ READ the definition.

Slide 6

➤ REVIEW the different types of bias briefly.

➤ ASK participants to give examples of any of the types of bias.

ENCOURAGE responses.

Slide 7

➤ DEFINE the terms.

➤ ASK for any questions.
SECTION III: FACILITATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Slide 8

 REFER participants to their handouts of the SURE and AMSTAR checklists.

There are many ways to assess systematic reviews. These are just two.

AMSTAR stands for A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Review.

SURE stands for Supporting the Use of Research Evidence. SURE guides are an important instrument to EVIPNet Europe to strengthen evidence-informed policy-making at country level. Results of the SURE team include evidence briefs for policy, policy dialogues, rapid responses, SURE guides and international workshops among others.

The primary reason to use a checklist is to help you to think critically about the review. It helps you to assess if an intervention works and if it is cost-effective. It also helps you to determine if their conclusions are grounded in systematic rules/standards. You can apply these same principles to systematic reviews and to single studies.

 ASK:

• Has anyone experience using either of these tools?
• How did you use it?

Slide 9

 REFER participants to the AMSTAR 2 checklist.

AMSTAR has significantly advanced the practice of assessing the methodological quality of systematic reviews. You could also use this checklist as you prepare a systematic review to ensure a high-quality review.

Slide 10

AMSTAR has many advantages. Most importantly, it is very practical and easy to use. It only takes a few times for the checklist process to feel natural.

 REVIEW briefly the questions on the AMSTAR 2 guide.

Slide 11

 REVIEW the steps, referring often to the handout.

Sometimes you will not have clear answers and will have to use value judgements. But this checklist gives you a systematic and transparent way to make that judgement.
**FER participants to the SURE checklist handout.**

The primary benefit of SURE is that it draws on other checklists (including AMSTAR) to update and get a reliable summary. It is more focused on health systems questions than AMSTAR.

**REVIEW briefly the questions in the SURE checklist.**

**After the assessment, place the review into one of three categories:**
- **reliable**
- **with limitations**
- **with fatal flaws.**

If there are only minor limitations, the review can be used. It would be prudent, however, to search for more reviews.

**A fatal flaw is a limitation so significant that the review should not be used. You may, however, draw some key messages or useful concepts from the review.**

**If you don’t have a systematic review...**

- Search for individual studies to supplement or stand in place of a systematic review.
- Use the same processes for a systematic review:
  - use systematic and transparent methods to find, select and critically appraise studies and to synthesize the results.
  - describe your methods in an appendix to the policy brief.

The SURE collaboration has a guide to assessing single studies. Check on the SURE website. These guides ease the process but it is still your value judgement.

**ASK for any comments or questions.**
Slide 17

⇒ ASK participants to form pairs or small groups.
⇒ GIVE instructions from the slide and allow 30 minutes to complete the activity.
⇒ ROTATE among groups to answer questions.
⇒ FACILITATE a brief discussion with the full group using these prompts:
   • What did you learn from this activity?
   • Was any part confusing or difficult to use?
⇒ DEBRIEF with these key points.
   • The abstract may not reveal all of the information you need.
   • You will soon know where to go automatically (to which sections) to answer particular questions on the checklist.
   • Find systematic reviews from different sources (e.g. Cochrane, Health System) and then score them using the different tools. This will help you to see the pros and cons, values and limits of each instrument.

Slide 18

⇒ REVIEW the key points (or ask a volunteer to read them).
⇒ ASK for final questions or comments.

Slides 19 and 20

Resources (see slide deck)

FACILITATION STEPS (contd)

3. FACILITATE a brief discussion with these prompts (10 minutes).
   • How likely do you think you will be to use these tools in your work?
   • Can you describe a situation in your current work in which you might use a systematic review?
   • What might be some of the challenges you could face as you try to incorporate systematic reviews into your work or into local policy-making? How might you address these challenges?

4. ASK for final questions.

5. EXPLAIN that in the next session we will see how systematic reviews and other evidence are involved in the third phase of policy-making: implementing policy options.
ACTIVITY TIME

45 minutes

Use this time slot to lead an activity that will encourage participants to apply what they have learned in an interactive exercise. There are three options to consider below.

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Small group work
Time for participants to work on a real project within their local context.

Finding and assessing a review
Participants can work individually or in groups to find a systematic review that is pertinent to a real-life policy situation. Participants can also use one of the checklists to evaluate that review.

Brief presentation
If you are integrating the evidence-informed policy-making sessions into other topic areas, use this time to make another brief presentation, invite a guest speaker, allow a participant to make a special presentation, etc.
IMPLEMENTING POLICY OPTIONS

60 minutes

After sessions on clarifying problems and identifying options, we now move into the third phase to identify next steps once the options are considered. The emphasis is on anticipating factors that can promote (facilitators) or interfere (barriers) with implementation.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

- describe facilitators and barriers to implementing policy options; and
- use different methods to identify implementation facilitators and barriers and strategies to address them.

Materials

- PowerPoint slides
- Laptop and projector
- Flip chart or dry erase board
- Markers.

FACILITATION STEPS

Before you begin this session, consider leading a brief learning assessment activity to determine how well participants have learned key concepts from the previous session. It also helps to focus the group energy and to bring participants together after the break. Ideas for brief learning assessments are given in Section IV.

1. **EXPLAIN** the objectives for this session (5 minutes).
2. **PRESENT** the slide set: Implementing policy options (45 minutes).

**Slide 1**

So far we have talked about clarifying problems and identifying options. Now we move into the third phase in which we consider how we will put these options into action.

**Slide 2**

Putting options into practice and leveraging change are not always easy or straightforward. These changes will be more successful if you anticipate the barriers – those factors that may inhibit or make these changes difficult. You also need to develop strategies to address these barriers.

> REVIEW the objectives.
Slide 3
As we will see, evidence can also be used to inform how we might implement options.

Slide 4
Putting options into practice and leveraging change are not always easy or straightforward. Little is known about the effectiveness of different methods for identifying barriers and tailoring interventions to address those barriers.

Slide 5
Barriers and enablers are often, but not always, mirror images of each other. These are other words you might see in the literature.

.slide 6
In policy analysis, we tend to worry about the barriers and forget to look for factors that can work for us. Do not let the barriers overshadow what enablers might exist. There are many examples of enablers in Evidence Briefs for Policy on the WHO EVIPNet website.

Slide 7
It is important to identify barriers and enablers in a structured way, just as we did in the previous steps. We do not want to miss any important factors, waste time on unimportant factors or fail to seek evidence of potential impacts.

One way to add structure to this process is to use a checklist or a table that lists all levels where barriers or enablers might occur. A checklist can help us to answer questions:

• Who will implement this policy option?
• Who will embrace it?
• Who will benefit or be challenged by it?
Barriers and enablers can occur at individual, organizational and systems/environmental levels. You can find many examples of barriers and enablers in real-life in Evidence Briefs for Policy on the EVIPNet website.

- Ask participants to quickly brainstorm one or two examples of barriers at each level.
- Ask participants to give examples of any enablers at these different levels.

Here are some factors to examine at each stakeholder level.

- Do they know what we are proposing?
- Will they have the skills to implement this policy?
- Are they willing to do it and have the tools to do it?
- What might motivate them to take desired actions?

The answers to these questions may be very different for each stakeholder group. Yet look for ways in which they are similar. A barrier or enabler that appears for multiple stakeholders is obviously a crucial one.

Then consider system level issues – what you might need and what capacity exists to implement the policy option.

- Read a few examples from the table.

These are some ways to identify and clarify the importance of potential barriers. Remember to consult any systematic reviews.

- Review the list.
- Ask for any comments or questions.
Strategies to address barriers

- Matching implementation strategies with key barriers and enablers relies often on brainstorming.
- Structured or unstructured approach.
- Typically face-to-face (or virtually).
  - Participants respond to each other’s suggestions
  - Generate a complete list of potential strategies and then evaluate ideas.

Advantages of brainstorming

- Generating as many potential solutions as possible may increase the chance of finding a good one among them.
- Discussing the merits of each solution idea can focus attention on the most promising ones.
- Promotes ownership among real people who will help you in implementation.

Using theories to select interventions

- Theory-based approaches can be used to add structure to brainstorming.
- Provides a framework and approach to identify interventions.
- Using theories still relies on logic and judgements.

Possible interventions for barriers: health care providers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Examples of implementation strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Disseminate information that is reliable and accessible, e.g., via mass media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>Provide training and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>Disseminate information on the size of the problem, including severity,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relevant consequences, relevant competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to care</td>
<td>Reduce financial or physical barriers to care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to change</td>
<td>Disseminate information to motivate people to learn, use, use financial or material incentives, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible interventions for barriers: health care recipients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Examples of implementation strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Disseminate educational materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>Disseminate information on the size of the problem, including severity,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relevant consequences, relevant competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to supplies</td>
<td>Improve the distribution of necessary supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to change</td>
<td>Disseminate information to motivate people to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to practice, incentivize or other incentives; reduce the burden of changing practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible interventions for health system constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Examples of implementation strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate financial incentives</td>
<td>Strategies to generate the necessary incentives or reduce the cost of implementing the option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate training</td>
<td>Change training programmes or develop new training programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate support</td>
<td>Provide training, support and appropriate incentives for supervisors,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>format agreements, and monitoring, assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate impact communication</td>
<td>Strategies to generate the necessary incentives or reduce the cost of implementing the option</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Slide 13

There is no magic strategy that will address all barriers. You will need creative thinking to develop the best strategy to implement your policy option.

Brainstorming brings together people with different types of expertise and perspectives to generate ideas.

REVIEw the slide.

Slide 14

Brainstorming takes time but yields many benefits.

ASK participants to share examples from their own work of when a new policy encountered barriers from health providers or recipients. What was the barrier and what strategy was implemented to address that barrier?

Slide 15

There is a lack of sufficient research evidence to support the use of specific interventions for specific barriers. But we can still add theory-based approaches to brainstorming to generate ideas about implementation. Sound theories add structure and can help to frame our thinking. Yet we still need to use our own best judgement on how to apply these theories to our policy situation.

Slide 16

This is an example of how you might generate a list of strategies to address barriers at the level of health care recipients. For example, the strategy to address the barrier of poor knowledge may be to disseminate information. Again the strategies are very context-specific. Strategies to address the same barrier may differ across settings.

REVIEw the table.

Slide 17

This is an example of how you might generate a list of strategies to implement a policy at the level of health care providers.

ASK participants to share examples from their own work of when a new policy encountered barriers from health providers or recipients. What was the barrier and what strategy was implemented to address that barrier?

Slide 18

This is an example of how you might generate a list of strategies to address health system constraints.

REVIEw the table.
### Possible interventions for social and political constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Examples of implementation strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideology</td>
<td>Systematic and transparent approaches to use evidence to inform decisions; more transparent decision-making processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term thinking</td>
<td>Systematic and transparent approaches to judge the pros and cons of options and make decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicting interests</td>
<td>Systematic and transparent approaches to manage conflicts of interest in policy development processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragile power</td>
<td>Change organizational, consensus processes, set professional standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competing values</td>
<td>More systematic and transparent priority-setting processes; provide evidence of the size of the problem and relevant comparisons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Implementation considerations

**Questions or comments?**

**Key points**

- Don't just drop an option if you find a barrier. Look at strategies.
- Include ‘implementers’ in the discussion (people who will be implementing on the ground).
- Someone who knows implementation literature could be a key resource.
- Use graphic tools to show the links between barriers and potential strategies to address them.
- Strategies to facilitate change will be more successful if they minimize barriers and maximize enablers.

---

### FACILITATION STEPS (contd)

3. **FACILITATE a brief discussion** with these prompts (10 minutes).
   - Who can share an example from their own work of when a new policy encountered barriers from health providers or recipients?
   - What was the barrier and what strategy was implemented to address that barrier?

4. **ASK for final questions.**
ACTIVITY TIME

90 minutes

Use this time slot to lead an activity that will encourage participants to apply what they have learned in an interactive exercise. There are three options to consider below.

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Small group work

Time for participants to work on a real project within their local context.

Group brainstorming exercise

Ask a participant to describe a policy option currently being considered in their work, along with a short list of barriers (or use examples emerging from previous exercises). Then divide participants into three teams, each with a facilitator, to brainstorm strategies to address these barriers and possible sources of evidence to inform these strategies. Emphasize that the strategies need to be informed by evidence. In plenary, compare and contrast the team results.

Brief presentation

If you are integrating the evidence-informed policy-making sessions into other topic areas, use this time to make another brief presentation, invite a guest speaker, allow a participant to make a special presentation, etc.
WRAP UP

15 minutes

This session summarizes the key points from the day and encourages participants to reflect on their learning and give input on the Workshop delivery.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

• summarize the day’s topics and achievements; and
• provide feedback about the Workshop so far.

Materials

• Handout: Daily feedback.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. THANK participants for their enthusiasm and hard work.
2. REVIEW the main topics from the day quickly.
3. ASK participants for any final questions or comments about the day.
4. DISTRIBUTE the Daily feedback handout. Invite participants to write what they enjoyed the most, where they learned the most, where they still feel confused and what should be changed tomorrow.
5. ATTEND to any remaining logistics and CLOSE the day.

Note: The afternoon session tomorrow involves a policy dialogue demonstration in which several participants will read roles from a script. Consider asking for those volunteers now so they can get familiar with the script before the session.

AFTER THE DAY

• REVIEW participants’ feedback
• PREPARE a SUMMARY for the following morning.
• Review today’s progress and tomorrow’s agenda. Adjust the content and timing as needed based on participant feedback.
• Remove flip charts that are no longer needed and prepare materials for the next day.
• Record any impressions and/or suggestions for future Workshops on the Facilitator feedback form.
DAY 3

The final day of the Workshop spotlights two methods commonly used to communicate about policy evidence. The first session (Preparing evidence briefs for policy) introduces the evidence brief for policy, a tool to summarize evidence for a particular policy issue. After the presentation, participants practise developing outlines for evidence briefs. The next session (Organizing policy dialogues) describes a useful method to bring stakeholders together to discuss that evidence: the policy dialogue.

In the afternoon, participants have the opportunity to experience a brief simulation of a policy dialogue (Policy dialogue demonstration). The facilitation team can assume the roles in the demonstration or you can invite participants to assume those roles. Be sure to assign those roles before breaking for lunch and that all volunteers have a copy of the demonstration script (provided in Section IV).

The Workshop then closes as participants reflect on their learning and evaluate the Workshop.

Table 4 has a sample agenda for Day 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAMPLE AGENDA</th>
<th>ESTIMATED TIME</th>
<th>MATERIALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outlook on Day 3</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
<td>PowerPoint slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing evidence briefs for policy</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LCD projector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attendance sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flip charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity: preparing evidence briefs</td>
<td>60 minutes</td>
<td>Coloured markers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing policy dialogues</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Participant folders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td></td>
<td>Copies of handouts:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Policy dialogue demonstration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Evidence brief on sugar-sweetened beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy dialogue demonstration</td>
<td>60 minutes</td>
<td>• Final evaluation form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing session</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OUTLOOK ON DAY 3

15 minutes

As you review the key concepts from yesterday and the three phases of the policy process, emphasize that the tools discussed today can be used to help to put evidence into practical use throughout the policy process.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. **WELCOME** everyone back to the Workshop.
2. **SUMMARIZE** briefly the participant feedback from yesterday and describe any adjustments planned for today.
3. **ASK** participants to name the main accomplishments or outcomes from yesterday. Responses may include:
   - more skilled at finding evidence
   - better understanding of systematic reviews and how to evaluate them
   - know more ways to develop and select implementation strategies.
4. **REVIEW the main topics and activities planned** for the day. Explain that we will move into the third phase of the policy process, which includes special focus on evidence briefs for policy and policy dialogues.
5. **ASK for questions.**
6. **LEAD a brief learning assessment exercise to review key concepts from yesterday.** For ideas, see Quick exercises to assess participant learning (Section IV).
PREPARING EVIDENCE BRIEFS FOR POLICY

90 minutes

This session brings previous concepts together into a document called an evidence brief for policy. After the presentation, you will guide participants through a real-life evidence brief. You can use the example provided or one of your own.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

- define an evidence brief for policy and describe its key components; and
- review the main steps to prepare an evidence brief.

Materials

- PowerPoint slides
- Laptop and projector
- Flip chart or dry erase board
- Markers
- Handout: Evidence brief on sugar-sweetened beverages.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. EXPLAIN the objectives for this session (5 minutes).
2. PRESENT the slide set: Preparing evidence briefs for policy (45 minutes).

Slide 1

This session brings everything from our previous sessions together as we write an evidence brief for policy (EBP).

Slide 2

REVIEW the objectives.

ASK how many participants have seen or used a policy brief (by show of hands).

Slide 3

ASK a volunteer to read the definition.

An evidence brief for policy brings together global research evidence (from systematic reviews) and local evidence to inform deliberations about health policies. It is used to inform policy-makers and serves as a foundation for future policy dialogues.

The intentional emphasis on evidence is what distinguishes these briefs from a more generic policy brief.
SECTION III: FACILITATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP SESSIONS

While policy briefs are often not based on systematic reviews and the method is not transparent, an evidence brief for policy brings together global research evidence (usually from systematic reviews) and local evidence to inform deliberations about health policies. It is used to inform policy-makers and may serve as a foundation for future policy dialogues.

An EBP first summarizes the best available evidence to clarify the problem. Then it describes the key options to address the problem. Finally, it considers potential enablers and barriers to implementing the options and strategies to address them. Evidence is referenced in each of these components.

An EBP should contain a summary of key messages plus an executive summary that describes the problem, policy options and strategies for implementation. The key messages and executive summary may be the only pages your policy-makers read. The 1:3:25 format means 1 page of key messages, 3 pages of executive summary and 25 pages for the full report. See SUPPORT collaboration resources for evidence briefs for a full description of this format and the reasons for it.

ASK:
• Why do you think this is the rule?
• Why is it tiered this way?

ENCOURAGE ideas.

The next step is to decide on a timeline and a work plan. Typically, an EBP is prepared in weeks or months. This is different to a rapid response brief, which may need to be prepared in a few days. This will also depend on:
• size of your team;
• competing job responsibilities among the team; and
• level of internal expertise or need to outsource key tasks.

FACILITATE a brief discussion with these prompts:
• How would these steps look in your own setting?
• Do you have a team already designated for preparing evidence briefs for policy? What expertise is there?
Slide 8

► REVIEW the key tasks of the work plan.
Include the timeline and the people responsible for different tasks.

Slide 9

► REVIEW the tips.
Teams will vary for different briefs. The expert team for the core process is usually constant, but content experts will vary based on the particular policy topic. Define what process experts are and what content experts are.

► INVITE any participants who have experience with evidence briefs for policy to offer their own tips.

Slide 10

Health Research Policy and Systems publishes a series of SUPPORT tools for evidence-informed health policy-making. This tool describes how to prepare and use evidence briefs for policy.

Slide 11

► ASK: Who has actual experience developing a policy brief?

► FACILITATE a brief discussion with questions, such as:
  - What was your process?
  - What was the uptake?
  - How can we improve the effectiveness of these policy briefs?

► ASK for any comments or questions.

Slide 12

The SURE guides build upon the SUPPORT tools and offer more guidance on writing evidence briefs.

Slide 13

Here are some topics on the SURE website.

► REVIEW the sample topics.
SECTION III: FACILITATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Key points

- Review the key points (or ask volunteers to read them).

Facilitators could emphasize that the starting point for an EBP is the policy issue and not the research evidence or research questions. The research evidence is collected focusing on the problem and the options being considered in the evidence brief.

Slide 15

Resources (see slide deck)

FACILITATION STEPS (contd)

3. Divide participants into three small groups and distribute copies of the handout: Evidence brief on sugar-sweetened beverages and negative health impact in Estonia.

4. Write these components of an EBP on a flip chart:
   - policy problem
   - policy options
   - implementation considerations.

5. Assign one component to each group.

6. Explain that this is the Executive summary of an evidence brief for policy developed by Estonia. It asserts that the consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages is more associated with increased energy intake, weight gain, overweight and obesity than any other food or beverage, as well as with the development of several noncommunicable diseases and poor oral health.

7. Instruct each group to locate its component in the executive summary and note the key points made in that section.

8. Reconvene the groups after 20 minutes and invite each group to report on its findings (in this order: problem, options and then implementation).

9. Summarize with these following key points:
   - this is only the Executive summary and the complete evidence brief would also describe sources of evidence that inform the policy brief; and
   - a policy-maker may have time to read only an executive summary and so it is essential that it provides a concise yet complete summary of the problem, policy options and implementation issues.

10. Ask for final questions.

11. Explain that in the next presentation we will see how evidence briefs are used to engage stakeholders in policy discussions.
ACTIVITY: PREPARING EVIDENCE BRIEFS

60 minutes

Use this time slot to lead an activity that will encourage participants to apply what they have learned in an interactive exercise. There are two options to consider below.

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Small group work

Time for participants to outline an evidence brief for policy for a real project within their local context.

Case study

2. Divide participants into four teams.
3. Write the following questions on a flip chart.
   - How does the brief describe the nature and scope of the problem?
   - How does the brief describe various policy options?
   - What are key implementation considerations?
   - What methods were used to identify, select and assess research evidence?
4. Assign a question to each team and give them 30 minutes to review the brief and discuss their responses.
5. In plenary, ask each team to share its responses.
6. Debrief with discussion questions such as:
   - If you were a policy-maker, how likely would this evidence brief influence your opinions?
   - How would you improve this evidence brief?
   - What are the most important qualities you think an evidence brief should have?
ORGANIZING POLICY DIALOGUES

90 minutes

This session shows how evidence briefs are used to engage stakeholders in a process called a policy dialogue (PD). The session starts with a short video. Internet access is needed to view the video.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

- define a policy dialogue;
- review six key questions to ask when organizing policy dialogues; and
- describe how to organize and run policy dialogues.

Materials

- PowerPoint slides
- Laptop and projector
- Flip chart or dry erase board
- Markers.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. EXPLAIN the objectives for this session (5 minutes).
2. SHOW the video: Reflections on organizing and hosting policy dialogues (10 minutes). www.youtube.com/watch?v=tj_PdGYSDOA#
3. DEBRIEF the video by asking the following questions:
   - How would you define a policy dialogue in your own words?
   - What is the purpose of a policy dialogue? What do we want to achieve with a policy dialogue?
   - What are some of the benefits of a policy dialogue? Some of the challenges?
4. PRESENT the slide set: Organizing policy dialogues (55 minutes).

Slide 1

Evidence-informed policy dialogues are becoming more common as an element of a broader knowledge transfer strategy. This session will describe a standardized yet flexible framework for organizing policy dialogues.

Slide 2

REVIEW the objectives.
Policy dialogue: definition

- Structured discussion carefully designed to present research evidence and exchange information between stakeholders to inform policy problems and solutions.
- Deliberative process based on a pre-circulated evidence brief for policy.
- Brings research evidence together with views, experiences and tacit knowledge of stakeholders.
- Enables interaction between policy-makers, researchers and other stakeholders.

Slide 3

This slide is animated

- READ the definition (NB this is the WHO definition).
- ASK participants to identify keywords or ideas in the definition.
- CLICK to display the remaining bullets.

A policy dialogue begins by presenting the research evidence in an evidence brief for policy. It complements the explicit knowledge of the evidence brief with tacit knowledge (the views and knowledge of stakeholders) during a deliberative, highly interactive process.

A policy dialogue is not just a “consultation” where stakeholders are asked what they think as a gesture of inclusion. The essential feature of a dialogue is that stakeholder input is considered an invaluable component of the policy solution, side by side with evidence. You must bring in evidence!

Policy dialogues are complementary to the policy brief and the ideas collected from the dialogue are usually incorporated into the final brief.

Remember the dialogue is not trying to reach a consensus but to elicit as much information as possible from the expertise present.

Slide 4

Many times, we engage in debate and not in a dialogue.

- REVIEW some of the differences between dialogue and debate.
- ASK:
  - Who has experienced a policy dialogue and what was it like?
  - Was it more like a dialogue or a debate?
- ENCOURAGE participants to share their experiences.

Slide 5

Policy-makers need more than just data to make decisions. Policy dialogues offer a structured way to bring in critical perspectives and ideas of stakeholders who can provide “real-life” context and understanding of that evidence.

It is critical to understand that the scope of a policy dialogue is not necessarily to end up with consensus on a policy decision. It is to inform the decision-makers, while at the same time collecting their and other stakeholders’ tacit knowledge, complementing the published and grey literature found and included in the evidence brief for policy. Manage this expectation or people may feel disappointed, frustrated or turned off from the process. This could hamper your efforts.

Know how policy is made and how a dialogue supplements and can blend into this process at different phases. You can use policy dialogues early if you need help scoping the problem. But they can also come later as you work out the options for policy or how to implement them.
Organizing policy dialogues: key questions

1. Does the dialogue address a high-priority issue?
2. Are there ample opportunities to discuss the problem, options to address the problem and key implementation issues?
3. Is the dialogue informed by a precirculated policy brief and discussion on all factors that can influence the policy-making process?

Q2. Agenda

Are there ample opportunities to discuss the problem, options to address the problem and key implementation issues?

- Agenda should include separate deliberations about:
  - problem
  - each option, with pros and cons
  - implementation considerations
  - possible next steps for different constituencies
  - Aim to develop shared understanding.

Q3. Evidence and other considerations

Is the dialogue informed by a precirculated policy brief and a discussion on all factors that can influence the policy-making process?

- Circulate the evidence brief for policy at least 10 days before the policy dialogue.
- The evidence brief should be assumed to be final and correct.
- Discussions must address:
  - issue must be on the governmental agenda and widely perceived by many, if not all, stakeholders as a priority.
  - Should be the same reasons why the evidence brief for policy was prepared to inform the policy dialogue.
- Should be the same reasons why the evidence brief was assumed to be final and correct. The dialogue afterwards is directly linked to the evidence brief.
- Package the evidence into a policy brief and distribute it before the dialogue so all participants are prepared for the discussion. Everyone should accept the evidence brief for policy as final and accurate. The dialogue afterwards is directly linked to the policy brief.

Slide 6

These six questions provide an easy-to-use framework to organize a policy dialogue. We will look at each question in detail.

- **READ each question** (or ask volunteers to read).

Slide 7

- **READ each question** (or ask volunteers to read).

Slide 8

If the issue is not a priority for policy-makers or stakeholders, there will be little motivation to participate in a dialogue or much momentum behind action afterwards. Whatever motivated the evidence brief for policy should motivate the policy dialogue.

Slide 9

Although most dialogues are called at the end to address each of the topics shown, dialogues may also be called to focus on a particular aspect of the framework or brief, such as defining the problem or identifying options. This may influence your choice of who to invite to ensure the most appropriate voices are at the table.

Slide 10

Package the evidence into a policy brief and distribute it before the dialogue so all participants are prepared for the discussion. Everyone should accept the evidence brief for policy as final and accurate. The dialogue afterwards is directly linked to the policy brief.

Start the dialogue with a summary of key points from the policy brief. Some participants may prefer PowerPoint slides, others a printed page of bullet points and still others an executive summary. Use different mechanisms to deliver the information. Tailor your knowledge transfer to your audience.

Be sure the discussions cover important contextual factors that can impact a policy option, such as:

- What do interest groups prefer and how much power do they have?
- Maybe the policy option is good but the institution to implement it has another policy against it.
- Perhaps there is strong evidence for the option but the belief systems of the community will not support it.
- How interested are donors in this particular topic?
**Slide 11**

Make an effort to map the stakeholders. This is key to getting all relevant views and opinions to the table.

We do not always have choice or influence on the invitation list, but try to ensure that each invitee will be willing to integrate, share in the process and take the time to think critically. People who are stuck in a firm position will not be helpful.

Remember that it is not only high-power people who can champion changes. People on the ground can be powerful catalysts. Do not underestimate them.

**Slide 12**

The facilitator is a key player. Consider several facilitators and prepare them well on the topic, participants and objectives of the dialogue in addition to any relevant background or history. Create a pool of people upon whom you can rely for facilitation help.

The role of the facilitator is to:

- clarify the goal, objectives and expectations of a dialogue;
- draw out different opinions, values and beliefs while maximizing the participants’ contributions to the group in a fair, inclusive and respectful manner; and
- intervene and steward as necessary in order to keep the participants to the agenda and objectives.

The facilitator should be credible (i.e. skilled and knowledgeable) as well as perceived as neutral.

He/she establishes house rules that will guide the discussion; for example, a rule that notes and reports will not reveal who made particular comments. This is the Chatham House rule commonly used for debates and discussions, particularly on controversial issues. This encourages open, honest discussion.

Do we have to achieve consensus or not? In general, consensus is not a goal of the dialogue because we want to hear as many diverse ideas and opinions as possible.

**Slide 13**

The dialogue itself is not the end of the process. Always produce a report and distribute widely. Consider other follow-up activities to keep up momentum.

- **READ the examples.**

There are some additional examples on the McMaster website.

Will the team for the evidence brief and dialogue be available for the next year to provide additional evidence if needed? Sometimes there may be decisions that you did not foresee and policy-makers will need support.
SECTION III: FACILITATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Slide 14
Here are some additional points to remember.

- Choose a title for the dialogue that will grab attention and stir curiosity.
- Be sure your invitation letter names the organizers, members of the steering committee and funders.
- Think about evaluation.

⇒ ASK participants with experience in policy dialogues to share any additional lessons learned.

Slide 15
This slide is animated

There are a number of tools to help you to organize a policy dialogue.

⇒ CLICK

This is an article on SUPPORT tools for policy dialogues.

⇒ CLICK

The SURE guides also have some information.

⇒ CLICK

This section is on organizing and running policy dialogues.

Slide 16

⇒ ASK for any questions or comments.

Slide 17

⇒ REVIEW the key points (or ask volunteers to read them).

Slide 18

Resources (see slide deck)

FACILITATION STEPS (contd)

5. ASK for any final questions.
6. EXPLAIN that after lunch we will do a brief simulation of a policy dialogue.
POLICY DIALOGUE DEMONSTRATION

60 minutes

The demonstration in this session brings the concepts just discussed about policy dialogues to life as participants observe an abbreviated policy dialogue simulation. It also adds energy (and even some fun) to the afternoon.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

- apply theoretical concepts in a more realistic policy dialogue experience; and
- describe a typical agenda and flow of a policy dialogue.

Materials

- Flip chart
- Markers
- Script for policy dialogue demonstration: patient safety.

PREPARATION

1. Arrange five chairs in a semi-circle facing the audience. The chair for the facilitator should be set slightly apart yet facing the four dialogue participants.

2. Write the following on a flip chart:
   - high priority issue
   - agenda (problem, options, implementation)
   - evidence brief
   - fair representation of stakeholders
   - facilitator, ground rules, goal
   - next steps.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. INVITE the volunteers to take their seats at the front of the room.

2. EXPLAIN that this demonstration is a very abbreviated version of a policy dialogue. Real-life dialogues usually take at least one day to complete.

3. REFER to the flip chart and INSTRUCT participants to watch for these key questions just discussed in the previous session. (You may want to review these key points briefly.)

4. CONDUCT the demonstration (30 minutes).

5. FACILITATE a brief discussion on each of the key questions from the flip chart. Use the following prompts.
   - Did you see this element included in the dialogue and how?
   - What did the facilitator do to include or emphasize this element?
   - Do you remember any participant comments or interactions related to this element?
   - What were your impressions overall of this dialogue?
   - How would this same dialogue look in your own work/community setting? What might be different?

6. ASK participants for any final questions or comments about policy dialogues.
CLOSING SESSION

30 minutes

This session is used to help participants to plan how they will carry their learning forward into their own work.

Objectives

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

- reflect on their accomplishments; and
- evaluate the Workshop.

Materials

- Flip chart or dry erase board
- Markers
- Handout: Final evaluation.

FACILITATION STEPS

1. **INVITE** everyone to reflect on the work completed and what they have learned during the Workshop.

2. **ASK** each person to share something about their reflection. (You may wish to record responses on a flip chart.) Options include:
   - one word to describe your future role in evidence-informed policy-making
   - one thing you learned this week that you will definitely apply in your work
   - one specific action you will take to integrate evidence more into policy-making.

3. **INVITE** participants to share any thoughts or comments.

4. **DISTRIBUTE** copies of the Final evaluation sheet. Allow time for participants to complete.

5. **INVITE** closing remarks from participants, facilitators or others and conclude the Workshop.

6. **THANK** the participants for their attendance and active participation, and wish them well in their efforts to incorporate evidence into policy-making.

END OF WORKSHOP
SECTION IV.
TOOLS FOR FACILITATORS

This section contains useful documentation and handouts for a Workshop.

PREPARATORY MATERIAL
Sample agenda, Materials checklist and Pre-Workshop survey

SESSION HANDOUTS
Clarifying a problem: case studies, Finding and using research evidence, AMSTAR 2 checklist, SURE checklist, Evidence brief on sugar-sweetened beverages, Policy dialogue demonstration: patient safety

EVALUATION TOOLS
Daily feedback form, Final evaluation form, Facilitator feedback form

FACILITATION TOOLS
Energizers, Quick exercises to assess participant learning, Dealing with disrupters, Instructional methods
Sample agenda

Below is a sample agenda for presenting the sessions as a three-day Workshop.

**DAY 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30–09:00</td>
<td>Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00–09:45</td>
<td>Opening session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:45–11:00</td>
<td>What is evidence?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00–11:15</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15–12:15</td>
<td>Clarifying a problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15–13:00</td>
<td>Activity time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00–14:00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00–15:00</td>
<td>Identifying options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00–15:15</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:15–16:45</td>
<td>Activity time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:45–17:00</td>
<td>Wrap up of Day 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DAY 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30–08:45</td>
<td>Outlook on Day 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:45–10:15</td>
<td>Finding evidence: systematic reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15–10:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30–12:00</td>
<td>Assessing a systematic review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00–13:00</td>
<td>Activity time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00–14:00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00–15:00</td>
<td>Implementing policy options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00–15:15</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:15–16:45</td>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:45–17:00</td>
<td>Wrap up of Day 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DAY 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30–08:45</td>
<td>Outlook on Day 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:45–10:15</td>
<td>Preparing evidence briefs for policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15–10:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30–11:30</td>
<td>Group exercise on preparing an annotated outline of an evidence brief for policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30–13:00</td>
<td>Organizing policy dialogues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00–14:00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00–15:00</td>
<td>Policy dialogue demonstration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00–15:15</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:15–16:00</td>
<td>Closing session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Materials checklist

These are the materials required to facilitate the Workshop.

- Attendance sheets
- Name tags
- Participant folders
- PowerPoint slides
- Copies of PowerPoint slides printed as handouts (with space for note taking)
- Laptop
- LCD projector and screen
- Flip charts or dry erase board
- Markers, extra pens
- Copies of handouts:
  - Clarifying a problem: case studies
  - Finding and using research evidence
  - AMSTAR 2 checklist
  - SURE checklist
  - Evidence brief on sugar-sweetened beverages and their negative health impact in Estonia
  - Policy dialogue demonstration script
  - Daily feedback
  - Final evaluation
Pre-Workshop survey

Evidence-informed Policy-making

Date:

Venue:

We would like to know more about your knowledge and experience with evidence-informed policy-making (EIP) so we can better target the Workshop to your needs and expectations. The information you provide will only be shared among the facilitator and Workshop organizers.

Please complete the survey and return it to [name of facilitator, email address] .................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

by [date]........................................................................................................................................................................

Name: ........................................................................................................................................................................

Job title/position: ........................................................................................................................................................................

What do you hope to gain by participating in this Workshop?

What would you most like to learn during the Workshop?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Are you already familiar with:</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition of evidence and the different types of evidence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to use evidence in EIP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to search for evidence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, which databases have you used?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How to appraise evidence</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If yes, which tools have you used?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to frame a health problem</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ways to generate policy options to address a health problem and tools to evaluate and select policy options</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic reviews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, what are the key advantages of systematic reviews compared to single studies?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparing policy briefs</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If yes, give examples:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Running policy dialogues</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If yes, give examples:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.
Clarifying a problem: case studies

The following scenarios were borrowed from the SUPPORT tools (1).

**Scenario 1**

You are a senior civil servant and have been asked to submit a briefing note to the Minister about a health system problem in which she has a personal interest, namely that many of her constituents and family members say that they can’t find a primary health care physician. You are concerned about whether the current draft of the briefing note prepared by a junior policy analyst does justice to the problem.

**Scenario 2**

You work in the Ministry of Health and are preparing a briefing note about a health system problem. You have been told that the problem is about many citizens not having access to primary health care providers and services.

**Scenario 3**

You work in an independent unit that supports the Ministry of Health in its use of research evidence in policy-making and are preparing a policy brief for the Ministry of Health on barriers to accessing primary health care. You want guidance on how to clarify the problem in a systematic and comprehensive way.

**Discussion points**

1. What is the problem?
2. How did the problem come to attention and has this process influenced the prospect of it being addressed?
3. What indicators can be used or collected to establish the magnitude of the problem and to measure progress in addressing it?
4. What comparisons can be made to establish the magnitude of the problem and to measure progress in addressing it?
5. How can a problem be framed (or described) in a way that will motivate different groups?

**Reference**

Finding and using research evidence

The Health Systems Learning tools from McMaster University (1) include a summary sheet for finding and using research evidence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLARIFYING A PROBLEM</th>
<th>About clinical and public health issues</th>
<th>About health system issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the <strong>problem</strong> (and its <strong>causes</strong>)?</td>
<td>• A risk factor, disease or condition</td>
<td>• A programme, service or drug being used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Current health system (governance, financial and delivery) arrangements within which programmes, services and drugs are provided</td>
<td>• Current degree of implementation of an agreed course of action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How did the problem come to <strong>attention</strong> and has this process influenced the prospect of it being addressed?</td>
<td>National health and health care utilization databases (e.g. for Canada <a href="http://www.cihi.ca">www.cihi.ca</a>)</td>
<td>LexisNexis for media coverage of health issues in all countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What <strong>indicators</strong> can be used, or collected, to establish the magnitude of the problem and to measure progress in addressing it?</td>
<td>As for 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What <strong>comparisons</strong> can be made to establish the magnitude of the problem and to measure progress in addressing it?</td>
<td>PubMed HSR queries: • process assessment</td>
<td>Health Systems Evidence for health system arrangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• outcomes assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How can a problem be <strong>framed</strong> (or described) in a way that will motivate different groups?</td>
<td>PubMed HSR queries: • qualitative research</td>
<td>Health Systems Evidence for health system arrangements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FRAMING OPTIONS**

1. Has an appropriate set of **options** been identified to address the problem (within one or more of the areas where problems were identified)?
   - Introducing, changing or discontinuing a programme, service or drug
   - Introducing, changing or discontinuing a health system arrangement that contributes to whether the right mix of programmes, services and drugs gets to those who need them
   - Implementing an agreed course of action

2. What **benefits** are important to those who will be affected and which benefits are likely to be achieved with each option?
   - Cochrane Library for clinical programmes, services and drugs
   - Health Systems Evidence for public health programmes and services
   - Health Systems Evidence for health system arrangements
### FRAMING OPTIONS (contd)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>About clinical and public health issues</th>
<th>About health system issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>What <strong>harms</strong> are important to those who will be affected and which harms are likely to arise with each option?</td>
<td>Cochrane Library for clinical programmes, services and drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Health Systems Evidence for public health programmes and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>What are the local <strong>costs</strong> of each option and is there local evidence about their <strong>cost-effectiveness</strong>?</td>
<td>Cochrane Library for economic evaluations of any option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>What <strong>adaptations</strong> might be made to any given option and might they alter its benefits, harms and costs?</td>
<td>PubMed HSR Queries for qualitative research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Which <strong>stakeholders’ views</strong> and experiences might influence the acceptability of an option and its benefits, harms and costs?</td>
<td>PubMed HSR Queries for qualitative research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IDENTIFYING IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

1. What are the potential **barriers** to and **facilitators** of the successful implementation of the policy or programme (at each of the following levels)?
   - Patients/citizens (e.g. awareness of the availability of a free programme)
   - Health workers (e.g. adherence to guidelines)
   - Organizations (e.g. performance management)
   - Systems (e.g. enforcement of regulations)

2. What strategies should be considered in order to facilitate the necessary behavioural changes among **patients/citizens**?
   - Health Systems Evidence for implementation strategies
   - Rx for Change for descriptions of implementation strategies and summaries of their effectiveness

3. What strategies should be considered in order to facilitate the necessary behavioural changes among **health workers**?
   - As for 2

4. What strategies should be considered in order to facilitate the necessary **organizational changes**?
   - As for 2

5. What strategies should be considered in order to facilitate the necessary **system changes**?
   - As for 2
### For Systematic Reviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Search Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the quality (AMSTAR) score?</td>
<td>OR/NOT/AND&lt;br&gt;• “user fees” ≠ user fees&lt;br&gt;• (doctor AND nurse) OR pharmacist ≠ doctor AND (nurse OR pharmacist)&lt;br&gt;nurs* = nurse OR nurses OR nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How locally applicable are the key messages?</td>
<td>OR/NOT/AND&lt;br&gt;• “user fees” ≠ user fees&lt;br&gt;• (doctor AND nurse) OR pharmacist ≠ doctor AND (nurse OR pharmacist)&lt;br&gt;nurs* = nurse OR nurses OR nursing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Note:** All reviews in Rx for Change are captured in Health Systems Evidence.

**Reference**

# AMSTAR 2 checklist

AMSTAR 2: a critical appraisal tool for systematic reviews that include randomised or non-randomised studies of healthcare interventions, or both (1)

## 1. Did the research questions and inclusion criteria for the review include the components of PICO?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Comparator group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Outcome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optional (recommended)

| □ Timeframe for follow-up |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 2. Did the report of the review contain an explicit statement that the review methods were established prior to the conduct of the review and did the report justify any significant deviations from the protocol?

For Partial Yes:
The authors state that they had a written protocol or guide that included ALL the following:

- □ review question(s)
- □ a search strategy
- □ inclusion/exclusion criteria
- □ a risk of bias assessment

For Yes:
As for partial yes, plus the protocol should be registered and should also have specified:

- □ a meta-analysis/synthesis plan, if appropriate, and
- □ a plan for investigating causes of heterogeneity
- □ justification for any deviations from the protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 3. Did the review authors explain their selection of the study designs for inclusion in the review?

For Yes, the review should satisfy ONE of the following:

- □ Explanation for including only RCTs
- □ OR Explanation for including only NRSI
- □ OR Explanation for including both RCTs and NRSI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 4. Did the review authors use a comprehensive literature search strategy?

For Partial Yes (all the following):

- □ searched at least 2 databases (relevant to research question)
- □ provided key word and/or search strategy
- □ justified publication restrictions (e.g. language)

For Yes, should also have (all the following):

- □ searched the reference lists / bibliographies of included studies
- □ searched trial/study registries
- □ included/consulted content experts in the field
- □ where relevant, searched for grey literature
- □ conducted search within 24 months of completion of the review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Did the review authors perform study selection in duplicate?

For Yes, either ONE of the following:  
- at least two reviewers independently agreed on selection of eligible studies and achieved consensus on which studies to include  
- OR two reviewers selected a sample of eligible studies and achieved good agreement (at least 80 percent), with the remainder selected by one reviewer.

6. Did the review authors perform data extraction in duplicate?

For Yes, either ONE of the following:  
- at least two reviewers achieved consensus on which data to extract from included studies  
- OR two reviewers extracted data from a sample of eligible studies and achieved good agreement (at least 80 percent), with the remainder extracted by one reviewer.

7. Did the review authors provide a list of excluded studies and justify the exclusions?

For Partial Yes:  
- provided a list of all potentially relevant studies that were read in full-text form but excluded from the review

For Yes, must also have:  
- Justified the exclusion from the review of each potentially relevant study

8. Did the review authors describe the included studies in adequate detail?

For Partial Yes (ALL the following):  
- described populations  
- described interventions  
- described comparators  
- described outcomes  
- described research designs

For Yes, should also have ALL the following:  
- described population in detail  
- described intervention in detail (including doses where relevant)  
- described comparator in detail (including doses where relevant)  
- described study’s setting  
- timeframe for follow-up

9. Did the review authors use a satisfactory technique for assessing the risk of bias (RoB) in individual studies that were included in the review?

**RCTs**  
For Yes, must have assessed RoB from:  
- un concealed allocation, and  
- lack of blinding of patients and assessors when assessing outcomes (unnecessary for objective outcomes such as all-cause mortality)

For Yes, must also have assessed RoB from:  
- allocation sequence that was not truly random, and  
- selection of the reported result from among multiple measurements or analyses of a specified outcome
9. Did the review authors use a satisfactory technique for assessing the risk of bias (RoB) in individual studies that were included in the review? (contd)

**NRSI**
For Partial Yes, must have assessed RoB:
- from confounding, and
- from selection bias

For Yes, must also have assessed RoB:
- methods used to ascertain exposures and outcomes, and
- selection of the reported result from among multiple measurements or analyses of a specified outcome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Partial Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**10. Did the review authors report on the sources of funding for the studies included in the review?**

For Yes:
- Must have reported on the sources of funding for individual studies included in the review.
  Note: Reporting that the reviewers looked for this information but it was not reported by study authors also qualifies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**11. If meta-analysis was performed did the review authors use appropriate methods for statistical combination of results?**

**RCTs**
For Yes:
- The authors justified combining the data in a meta-analysis
  - AND they used an appropriate weighted technique to combine study results and adjusted for heterogeneity if present.
  - AND investigated the causes of any heterogeneity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For NRSI**
For Yes:
- The authors justified combining the data in a meta-analysis
  - AND they used an appropriate weighted technique to combine study results, adjusting for heterogeneity if present
  - AND they statistically combined effect estimates from NRSI that were adjusted for confounding, rather than combining raw data, or justified combining raw data when adjusted effect estimates were not available
  - AND they reported separate summary estimates for RCTs and NRSI separately when both were included in the review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**12. If meta-analysis was performed, did the review authors assess the potential impact of RoB in individual studies on the results of the meta-analysis or other evidence synthesis?**

For Yes:
- included only low risk of bias RCTs
- OR, if the pooled estimate was based on RCTs and/or NRSI at variable RoB, the authors performed analyses to investigate possible impact of RoB on summary estimates of effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No meta-analysis conducted
13. Did the review authors account for RoB in individual studies when interpreting/discussing the results of the review?

For Yes:

- included only low risk of bias RCTs
- OR, if RCTs with moderate or high RoB, or NRSI were included the review provided a discussion of the likely impact of RoB on the results

Yes ☑️ No ☐

14. Did the review authors provide a satisfactory explanation for, and discussion of, any heterogeneity observed in the results of the review?

For Yes:

- There was no significant heterogeneity in the results
- OR if heterogeneity was present the authors performed an investigation of sources of any heterogeneity in the results and discussed the impact of this on the results of the review

Yes ☑️ No ☐

15. If they performed quantitative synthesis did the review authors carry out an adequate investigation of publication bias (small study bias) and discuss its likely impact on the results of the review?

For Yes:

- performed graphical or statistical tests for publication bias and discussed the likelihood and magnitude of impact of publication bias

Yes ☑️ No ☐

No meta-analysis conducted

16. Did the review authors report any potential sources of conflict of interest, including any funding they received for conducting the review?

For Yes:

- The authors reported no competing interests OR
- The authors described their funding sources and how they managed potential conflicts of interest

Yes ☑️ No ☐

Reference

1. https://www.bmj.com/content/358/bmj.j4008.full

SURE checklist

SURE has a checklist to judge how much confidence to place in a systematic review. The list here is adapted from Appendix 1. SUPPORT summaries checklist for making judgments about how much confidence to place in a systematic review (1) with revision to incorporate elements from the AMSTAR checklist (2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessed by:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Section A. Methods used to identify, include and critically appraise studies

**A.1 Were the criteria used for deciding which studies to include in the review reported?**

Did the authors specify:

- [ ] Types of study
- [ ] Participants
- [ ] Intervention(s)
- [ ] Outcome(s)

Coding guide – check the answers above:

YES: All four should be yes

**Comments (note important limitations or uncertainty)**

**A.2 Was the search for evidence reasonably comprehensive?**

Were the following done:

- [ ] Language bias avoided (no restriction of inclusion based on language)
- [ ] No restriction of inclusion based on publication status
- [ ] Relevant databases searched (MEDLINE + Cochrane Library)
- [ ] Reference lists in included articles checked
- [ ] Authors/experts contacted

Coding guide – check the answers above:

YES: All five should be yes

PARTIALLY: relevant databases and reference lists are both ticked

**Comments (note important limitations or uncertainty)**
### A.3 Is the review reasonably up to date?

Were the searches done recently enough that more recent research is unlikely to be found or to change the results of the review?

- Yes
- Can't tell / not sure
- No

*Comments (note important limitations or uncertainty)*

### A.4 Was bias in the selection of articles avoided?

Did the authors specify:

- Explicit selection criteria
- Independent screening of full text by at least two reviewers
- List of included studies provided
- List of excluded studies provided

Coding guide – check the above

YES: All four should be yes

*Comments (note important limitations or uncertainty)*

### A.5 Did the authors use appropriate criteria to assess the risk for bias in analysing the studies that are included?*

- The criteria used for assessing the risk of bias were reported
- A table or summary of the assessment of each included study for each criterion was reported
- Sensible criteria were used that focus on the risk of bias (and not other qualities of the studies, such as precision or applicability)
- List of excluded studies provided

Coding guide – check the above

YES: All four should be yes

*Comments (note important limitations or uncertainty)*
A.6 Overall: how would you rate the methods used to identify, include and critically appraise studies?

Summary assessment score A relates to the five questions above
If the option no or partial is used for any of the five questions above, the review is likely to have important limitations
Examples of fatal flaws might include not reporting explicit selection criteria, not providing a list of included studies or not assessing the risk of bias in included studies

Fatal flaws (limitations that are important enough that the results of the review are not reliable and they should not be used in the policy brief)

Important limitations (limitations are important enough that it would be worthwhile to search for another systematic review and to interpret the results of this review cautiously, if a better review cannot be found)

Reliable (only minor limitations)

Comments (note any fatal flaws or important limitations)

Section B. Methods used to analyse the findings

B.1 Were the characteristics and results of the included studies reliably reported, giving:

- Independent data extraction by at least two reviewers?
- A table or summary of the characteristics of the participants, interventions and outcomes for the included studies?
- A table or summary of the results of the included studies?

Coding guide – check the answers above:
YES: All three should be yes

Comments (note important limitations or uncertainty)

B.2 Were the methods used by the review authors to analyse the findings of the included studies reported?

- Yes
- Partially
- No
- Not applicable (e.g. no included studies)

Comments (note important limitations or uncertainty)
B.3 Did the review describe the extent of heterogeneity?

- Did the review ensure that included studies were similar enough that it made sense to combine them, sensibly divide the included studies into homogeneous groups, or sensibly conclude that it did not make sense to combine or group the included studies?
- Did the review discuss the extent to which there were important differences in the results of the included studies?
- If a meta-analysis was done, were tests for heterogeneity carried out or other appropriate statistic reported (I², chi square test)?

Comments (note important limitations or uncertainty)

B.4 Were the findings of the relevant studies combined (or not combined) appropriately relative to the primary question the review addresses and the available data?

How was the data analysis done?
- Descriptive only
- Vote counting based on direction of effect
- Vote counting based on statistical significance
- Description of range of effect sizes
- Meta-analysis
- Meta-regression
- Other: specify
- Not applicable (e.g. no studies or no data)

How were the studies weighted in the analysis?
- Equal weights (this is what is done when vote counting is used)
- By quality or study design (this is rarely done)
- Inverse variance (this is what is typically done in a meta-analysis)
- Number of participants
- Other, specify
- Not clear
- Not applicable (e.g. no studies or no data)

Did the review address unit of analysis errors?
- Yes – took clustering into account in the analysis (e.g. used intra-cluster correlation coefficient)
- No, but acknowledged problem of unit of analysis errors
- No mention of issue
- Not applicable – no clustered trials or studies included

Coding guide – check the answers above

If narrative OR vote counting (where quantitative analyses would have been possible) OR inappropriate table, graph or meta-analyses OR unit of analyses errors not addressed (and should have been) the answer is likely NO

If appropriate table, graph or meta-analysis AND appropriate weights AND the extent of heterogeneity was taken into account, the answer is likely YES. If no studies/no data: NOT APPLICABLE

If unsure: CAN’T TELL/PARTIALLY
Comments (note important limitations or uncertainty)

B.5 Did the review examine the extent to which specific factors might explain differences in the results of the included studies?

- Were factors that the review authors considered as likely explanatory factors clearly described?
- Was a sensible method used to explore the extent to which key factors explained heterogeneity?
  - Descriptive/textual
  - Graphical
  - Meta-regression
  - Other

Comments (note important limitations or uncertainty)

B.6 Overall, how would you rate the methods used to analyse the findings relative to the primary question addressed in the review?

Summary assessment score B relates to the five questions in this section

If the option no or partial is used for any of the five questions above, the review is likely to have important limitations

Examples of fatal flaws might include not reporting critical characteristics of the included studies or not reporting the results of the included studies

Use comments to specify if relevant, to flag uncertainty or need for discussion

Fatal flaws (limitations that are important enough that the results of the review are not reliable and they should not be used in the policy brief)

Important limitations (limitations that are important enough that it would be worthwhile to search for another systematic review and to interpret the results of this review cautiously if a better review cannot be found)

Reliable (only minor limitations)

---

4 Risk of bias is the extent to which bias may be responsible for the findings of a study. Bias is a systematic error or deviation from the truth in results or inferences (1). In studies of the effects of health care, the main types of bias arise from systematic differences in the groups that are compared (selection bias), the care that is provided or exposure to other factors apart from the intervention of interest (performance bias), withdrawals or exclusions of people entered into a study (attrition bias) or how outcomes are assessed (detection bias). Reviews of studies may also be particularly affected by reporting bias, where a biased subset of all the relevant data is available (3). Assessing the risk of bias is also referred to as assessing the validity or quality of a study. Validity is the extent to which a result (of a measurement or study) is likely to be true. Quality is a vague notion of the strength or validity of a study, often indicating the extent of control over bias (4).
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Policy dialogue demonstration: patient safety

This demonstration requires five participants: one facilitator and four participants acting as dialogue stakeholders.

Opening

FACILITATOR: Thank you for attending this policy dialogue to examine the problem of patient safety in our district hospitals. Last year the Ministry of Health initiated efforts to strengthen patient safety using research to inform its policy revision. You as key stakeholders have been invited to provide your unique experiences and perspectives on this problem and to consider potential policy solutions.

Thank you to:

- Dr Mona, researcher from National University
- Mr Bena, Quality Assurance Manager with the Ministry of Health
- Ms Francis, Nurse Manager at District X hospital
- Ms King, consumer advocate from the Patient Rights Consortium.

Excellent policies lying on shelves will never get a chance to benefit people. That is why each contribution is precious to help to clarify the problem of patient safety, to discuss options to address the problem and to find the best ways to make sure that the policy options are successfully implemented.

Before we start, we need to agree on some basic guidelines for this dialogue.

- As your facilitator, my role is to make sure all have an equitable time to speak and contribute.
- We must establish a rule about whether or not comments can be attributed (e.g. the Chatham House Rule states that participants are free to use the information received during the meeting, but neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other participant, may be revealed.)
- We will not necessarily aim for consensus but will welcome it if it emerges.
- There will be a final report on the dialogue and it will be circulated to all participants.

The problem

FACILITATOR: We have just heard Dr Mona from National University present the evidence brief for policy on hospital patient safety, which you have received in advance. She described the national scope of the problem, primarily errors in medication prescribing and spread of hospital-acquired infections. I’d like to begin our dialogue by hearing your thoughts. What factors do you feel contribute to this problem? And as we talk, I’d like to remind you about the Ground Rules you generated earlier. Who would like to begin?

NURSE: I believe the scope of the problem is much larger than Dr Mona described. There is not really a safety culture at hospitals. Health workers are often punished if they put pressure on managers about safety conditions or report any mistakes made by doctors. So I’m sure medical incidents are underreported.

ADVOCATE: Usually frontline workers are blamed, but management decisions also impact how services are delivered by health workers. To what extent should we hold management accountable to ensure that health facilities function properly? Who is going to be penalized for not establishing this culture of safety – the nurse or a hospital manager who has failed to supervise?
NURSE: As we look at the safety of patients, we should not forget the safety of the health care providers. Today you are a health worker. Tomorrow you could be the patient. Lack of adequate personal protective equipment for health providers should also be noted in the policy brief.

ADVOCATE: To me, the policy brief seemed to suggest that the problem of patient safety is a result of the faulty health system. Patient safety is only a subset of overall system quality: efficiency, reducing wait times, effectiveness of services, and patient-centeredness. All these impact quality of care.

FACILITATOR: I think most of us would agree that these are all important issues and that they do have some relevance to patient safety and should be recorded. Patient-centeredness is definitively at the core of efforts to promote better patient safety. It has an impact on other considerations that we must examine today, such as the option of strengthening human resources that Dr Mona mentioned. However, given our limited time today, I suggest we keep our focus primarily on patient safety itself. Besides, I would like to leave some additional time for final comments and you can come back in a moment with your helpful contribution about patient-centred health care.

ADVOCATE: But the Ministry of Health should more effectively promote cleanliness, quality and improving patient safety. There are also surgical errors and medical records errors. We should be broader than this to incorporate all the other aspects of errors. How do we make sure health care personnel are well trained? How do we handle issues of confidentiality regarding safety of patients?

FACILITATOR: Thank you, Ms King. We appreciate your willingness to look at this issue in a broad context. Mr Bena, we have not heard as much from you. What thoughts would you like to add?

QA MANAGER: People have the attitude that it is the government’s job to look after their health. It is your personal responsibility to look after your health. Hospital costs are currently staggering. We have taken steps as a Ministry including changing to new devices, improving on health waste management and also restricting some practices that are harmful to the patients. I am sure this dialogue will further these improvements. The Ministry is committed to improving patient safety in its planning processes and implementation strategies. But patients must be educated about their role.

ADVOCATE: But it is your responsibility to strengthen facility inspection and supervision. Does the Ministry of Health ensure that registered facilities have trained personnel? It is the responsibility of the Ministry of Health to provide oversight to health care, but I see that this is sorely lacking.

QA MANAGER: But the problem should also focus on patients. The problem statement should spell out how the low level of awareness among patients about their rights is a factor that affects patient safety. Patients have unrealistic expectations of the health system. This needs to be addressed. It would be good to have sensitization at the community level. Posters need to be put around health facilities educating patients on how to protect themselves.

ADVOCATE: I do agree that we need to create a demand for safety. Patients feel the providers are more knowledgeable than they are, so whatever health providers do is right. Patients do not know they can question the health care they receive. We need to transform this culture of paternalism in health care. Poor staffing levels hinder effective communication among health workers, leading to provider fatigue and creating an environment for medical incidents.

FACILITATOR: Is it accurate to say that you both agree that patient empowerment is important and that the Ministry of Health has a role to play in patient education?

Manager and Advocate agree.
**FACILITATOR:** Great. So far, we have the issues of inadequate staffing, facility oversight, lack of patient awareness of their safety rights. What other factors contribute to the problem of patient safety?

**NURSE:** Many of the problems regarding nurses started when health training schools were transferred from the Ministry of Health to the Ministry of Education. This undid the ethical framework that was emphasized when medical schools were still under the Ministry of Health and produced nurses with inadequate skills. This policy dialogue should recommend that medical training institutions go back under the Ministry of Health.

**FACILITATOR:** It’s great that you are beginning to think about solutions, but let’s stay focused on defining the problem a bit more. Please remember your idea when we talk about policy options.

**NURSE:** Decentralizing health services has created more challenges. Some districts have hospitals that are dysfunctional while some new districts do not have hospitals. That is why my hospital receives many patients from other districts but we don’t get money from other districts to serve these patients. With its limited budget, my hospital does not have the capacity to provide quality care to all these patients.

**FACILITATOR:** And how would you say that impacts patient safety?

**NURSE:** In our new decentralized system, health care is only motivated by profit. The more medicine prescribed the more a patient feels that he/she is dealing with a genuine doctor. Doctors today prescribe to a patient many types of medicine to treat the same disease. That raises questions on ethical behaviour of health workers. Patient demand is driven by what they get from radio, the Internet and television. So people visit health workers with the belief that they need particular medicines.

**ADVOCATE:** Instead of using the term patient, I like to use the term people. People have lost confidence in the health system, so everybody has become his own doctor. They rely on people who have no medical training or they self-treat at the pharmacy before they seek care from the health system. This leads to complications and wastage of medicines.

**FACILITATOR:** Thank you. To summarize the discussion so far, you have mentioned many health system challenges that impact patient safety such as low demand for safety among consumers; shortage of health workers, especially nurses; insufficient nurse training; poor financing; decentralization; inefficient safety assessment; and enforcement practices. Mr Bena, I’d like to give you equal chance to comment before we move to our next discussion.

**ADVOCATE interrupts:** I just want to quickly mention...

**FACILITATOR:** Please, Ms King, let us first give Mr Bena a chance to add his comment. Remember we will have time for you to add final comments at the wrap up.

**QA MANAGER:** Provider behaviour, such as carelessly prescribing antibiotics, is also critical. Clinical misdiagnosis leads to mismanagement, with exposure to unnecessary procedures, drugs, while at the same time not dealing with the actual problems patients are suffering from.

**FACILITATOR:** Thank you for this rich discussion. I appreciate your willingness to share opinions that don’t always agree. That’s what makes our analysis more complete and is in fact why we invited such a broad variety of stakeholders. I also appreciate your willingness to hear opposing points of view with respect. Do we feel ready to focus now on policy options?

**Everyone agrees.**
Policy option: nurse staffing models

FACILITATOR: Let’s now move onto the first policy option that Dr Mona outlined, which is revising nurse staffing models. As we heard, nurse staffing model interventions include changes to nurse staffing levels (nurse per patient ratio) or in the nursing skill mix (proportion of different nursing grades and levels of qualification, expertise). It could also involve the educational preparation of nurses, work shift patterns, and the use of overtime and agency staff. Who would like to begin?

Long pause of silence..

FACILITATOR: Everyone was talking so briskly before and now there is silence. What is the reason for this silence? Do you feel confused about our process? Do you need more information? Do you need some time to think about the information that has been presented?

More silence. Eventually the QA Manager begins.

QA MANAGER: I myself just needed some time to think. I have many thoughts about this and didn’t know where to start.

FACILITATOR: Feel free to begin anywhere you wish. Your experience is of great value to this dialogue.

QA MANAGER: OK, thank you. The issue of staffing is a very big problem and cuts across many professions. (NURSE starts and maintains a side conversation with ADVOCATE). Many doctors are task shifting their core roles to nurses so that the doctor is free to run his private clinic and the nurse also pushes tasks to the nursing aides. Effective supervision of the human resources is required at all the levels of the health care system. Task shifting to lower level health cadres might lead to errors because they are not trained to perform these new tasks. We need to come up with a realistic staffing model.

FACILITATOR: Excuse me, Ms King and Ms Francis. Please remember our rule about side conversations. We are here to talk together, so please be willing to share your comments with the full group. Is there something either of you wish to contribute?

ADVOCATE: I agree with Mr Bena. We need an appropriate mix of staff skills. Even if you have enough nurses, if the other clinicians are not there the nurses will end up doing their job and services will not improve. The health training institutions need to be aware of where there is greatest demand for health cadres and train accordingly to fill the human resource gaps.

NURSE: Well, I disagree with the contribution that there is need to consider the entire health workforce instead of nurses. A nurse is involved when a patient is being worked on. And a nurse spends more time with the patient compared with other health professionals. We need to open up and recruit more nurses instead of having one nurse running around a hospital floor the whole day.

QA MANAGER: The evidence presented today is from high-income countries and not specific to our context here. How does this apply to our context here? Evidence used in a policy brief like this should be local because evidence from other countries may not be applicable here. And what about the costs?

FACILITATOR: Dr Mona, can you address this concern about data relevance?

RESEARCHER: We do have national data on health staffing levels. A human resources audit showed unfilled vacancies at public sector health facilities at 39%, and 64% of nurses and midwives serve the central urban region, which includes only 27% of the population. Specialist nursing posts in public health, psychiatry and nutrition at the national hospitals record 17% vacancies, while at the 11 regional referral hospitals this comes to 24%.
**NURSE:** Nurses spend a lot of time with patients, more than other health cadres, and emphasizing the role of nurses is important here. Fewer nurses means that a nurse does not get to adequately discharge her duties and it is not possible for them to provide adequate supervision.

**RESEARCHER:** I know of one high-quality systematic review assessing hospital nurse staffing models. The reviewers assert that some nurse staffing models probably reduce death in hospitalized patients, reduce length of stay in hospital but could slightly increase readmission rates. Since current evidence is limited, we would need more rigorous evaluation to determine an optimal staffing model.

**ADVOCATE:** The problem is bigger than nurses. So if we are to go with the option targeting professionals, then it should be all inclusive. Managing a patient is teamwork. There is no one health cadre that is solely responsible for patient safety. We should do it as a team. This is what I have observed in my experience. So this policy option should target all the health professionals.

### Implementation issues

**FACILITATOR:** I’m sure we could continue this discussion for much longer, but I want to keep us moving so we can address all of the topics on our agenda today. Whenever we discuss policy options we must also consider some of the factors that impede policy implementation so we can address these when policy is being made.

**QA MANAGER:** We know anecdotally that inadequate staffing and retention are influenced by insufficient training capacity, low pay and unattractive living situations, particularly in rural districts. But scaling up of nurse staffing costs money. I would need to see some evidence to show that investment in these areas will actually result in improved staff retention and productivity.

**FACILITATOR:** Dr Mona, what evidence do we have on this issue?

**RESEARCHER:** A systematic review by Willis–Shattuck examined factors affecting retention of health workers in lower income settings. Motivational factors such as adequate financial incentives, career development, health worker recognition can improve morale significantly. Another systematic review by Penaloza and colleagues affirms that, in addition to financial rewards, other factors can also help such as improving hospital infrastructure and hospital management.

**NURSE:** Another barrier is inadequate supply and distribution of specialist nurses. There was a policy shift introducing comprehensive nursing about 15 years ago. This two-and-a-half-year training produced nurses who cannot do everything as expected. So in this policy option, what are we saying? Are we going to go back to the original way of training nurses that produced specialized nurses like midwives or continuing with comprehensive nurses, which has become a problem?

**QA MANAGER:** There are other things that need to be included to enable our health care delivery system to deliver better. For example, can we name and shame our bad health workers? We should name and even shame health facilities that do not stick to treatment guidelines or do unethical things.

**NURSE:** That kind of approach will do nothing to motivate health workers to change or adopt new behaviours. We don't need punishment. We need support! Maybe things like continuing education workshops, educational outreach visits by a trained person to health workers in their own settings, audits and supportive feedback could help.

**QA MANAGER:** I want to emphasize strengthening of quality assurance. Funds allocated for quality assurance are little. This country is big and so is this problem. So all of the actors in this issue must engage government to provide more resources for quality assurance. And patients must be informed about the various offices where they can
register their complaints so that these can be addressed. This will help empower patients as we discussed earlier.

**FACILITATOR: (to ADVOCATE)** Ms King, you haven’t spoken yet. Is there something you wish to add?

**ADVOCATE** stays quiet, looks down. **FACILITATOR** allows silence.

**ADVOCATE:** Truthfully, this is the stage in the discussion where I just feel frustrated and start to lose hope that anything will change. Everyone is quick to assign blame and solutions. But those solutions always seem so impossible to implement. This is not the first time we have talked about this issue of patient safety and nothing has changed so far.

**FACILITATOR:** So you feel discouraged and sceptical that this policy dialogue will produce any tangible results.

**ADVOCATE:** Yes.

**FACILITATOR:** How many others feel like this to some degree?

Everyone raises his hands.

### Next steps and closing

**FACILITATOR:** It is very clear that patient safety is important to everyone here. Although this problem was initially analysed for us in the evidence brief, our interaction here has certainly deepened our understanding of this problem. And yet deeper understanding can also sometimes makes us feel solutions may be too difficult to actually achieve. This can be a common experience in policy dialogues.

One way to help improve optimism and lay a foundation for success is to develop some very specific action steps. As our dialogue today comes to a close, how would you suggest we move forward?

**ADVOCATE:** I myself would like to see a type of matrix of short-term, medium-term and long-term action steps, with responsibilities for action assigned to specific stakeholders and with a specific time line.

**QA MANAGER:** Coordination with various actors is very important and I hope in these documents the various actors are identified and coordination mechanisms documented.

**FACILITATOR:** What final comments would you like to add?

**ADVOCATE:** As I mentioned before, I prefer to use the term people, instead of patient. When health care professionals do their jobs, they must put themselves in the place of a person arriving at the hospital. That is a people-centred, humane approach that can help to prevent many mistakes.

**FACILITATOR:** We certainly must always remember that our efforts are directed at improving and protecting people’s health. With these words we will close the dialogue and commit to circulate the report of the meeting to all of you.
### Daily feedback form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What did you enjoy most today?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where did you learn the most?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where do you still feel confused?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What should we change tomorrow?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What did you enjoy most today?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where did you learn the most?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where do you still feel confused?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What should we change tomorrow?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What did you enjoy most today?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where did you learn the most?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where do you still feel confused?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What should we change tomorrow?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Final evaluation form

**Workshop location:**  
**Date:**

Please give us feedback on your experience with this training. Your comments and suggestions will help us refine and improve the design, content and delivery of the Workshop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Somewhat agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The workshop aims and learning objectives were met</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The sessions were relevant to my work and my organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The information in the technical sessions was adequate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The sessions were delivered in an interesting or engaging manner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>The length of the Workshop was appropriate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>The facilitators were helpful and knowledgeable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>There was enough time for the sessions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>The handouts were helpful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>The Workshop venue was convenient and comfortable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Travel arrangements and information before the Workshop were adequate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Administrative support during the Workshop (e.g. timekeeping, catering) was adequate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12. Name one task given before or during the Workshop that was particularly useful to you and why.

13. Name one activity during the Workshop that should be changed or removed and why.

14. Name any topics that you feel were missing and should be included in this Workshop.

15. How we can make this Workshop better?

Thank you. Your feedback is highly appreciated.
Facilitator feedback

Since the Workshop will be organized and run by different people in different contexts for different target groups, it would be useful to be able to exchange experiences, tips and comments among workshop organizers and facilitators. This feedback will be shared by the organizer/facilitator community so that we can learn from each other and make adjustments, if necessary.

Send completed forms to [name, email address].

Workshop venue:          Dates:

Workshop organizers:

Facilitator(s):

General comments/recommendations

1. Did the participants have the necessary background and experience to understand the material and actively participate in the workshop? What would you do differently to select participants?

2. How did you adapt the curriculum and why?
3. Was the meeting room large enough and set up to maximize interaction? What would you recommend to future facilitators about the meeting space?

4. Was there sufficient time to cover the material, answer participant questions, respond to comments and facilitate discussions? If not, how would you adjust the agenda?

5. Was there sufficient time to run the separate activity sessions? If not, what would you suggest be done differently next time?

6. Were there activities you incorporated into the workshop that were not part of the guide? If so, please describe:
### Feedback on the specific sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY 1</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is evidence</td>
<td>Did the activity on brainstorming work?</td>
<td>Did the participants have any problems understanding the slides?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Would you present the concepts differently in future?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifying a problem</td>
<td>Did the participants have any problems understanding the slides?</td>
<td>How would you present the concepts differently?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity time</td>
<td>What type of activity did you choose to do?</td>
<td>What worked well?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What could have worked better?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying options</td>
<td>Did the participants have any problems understanding the slides?</td>
<td>How would you present the concepts differently?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity time</td>
<td>What type of activity did you choose to do?</td>
<td>What worked well?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What could have worked better?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrap up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAY 2</td>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outlook on Day 2</strong></td>
<td>Did participants clearly understand the key points from Day 1?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finding evidence: systematic reviews</strong></td>
<td>Did the participants have any problems understanding the slides?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How would you present the concepts differently?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Did the individual exploration of websites work well?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessing a systematic review</strong></td>
<td>Did the participants have any problems understanding the slides?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How would you present the concepts differently?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity time</strong></td>
<td>What type of activity did you choose to do?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What worked well?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What could have worked better?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implementing policy options</strong></td>
<td>Did the participants have any problems understanding the slides?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How would you present the concepts differently?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity time</strong></td>
<td>What type of activity did you choose to do?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What worked well?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What could have worked better?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wrap up</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAY 3</td>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlook on Day 3</td>
<td>Did participants clearly understand the key points from Day 2?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Preparing evidence briefs for policy | Did the participants have any problems understanding the slides?  
How would you present the concepts differently? |  |
| Assessing a systematic review | Did the participants have any problems understanding the slides?  
How would you present the concepts differently in future? |  |
| Activity: Preparing evidence briefs | What worked well?  
What could have worked better? |  |
| Organizing policy dialogues | Did the participants find the video useful?  
Did the participants have any problems understanding the slides?  
How would you present the concepts differently? |  |
| Policy dialogue demonstration | What worked well?  
What could have worked better? |  |
| Closing session |  |  |

**Additional comments or recommendations:**

Thank you for completing this feedback sheet.
Energizers

Different types of games can be used by facilitators for a variety of purposes, including helping people to get to know each other, increasing enthusiasm levels and encouraging team building (1).

Tips for using energizers

- Use energizers frequently during a workshop or meeting, whenever people look sleepy or tired or to create a natural break between activities.
- Choose games that are appropriate for the local culture (e.g. when considering games that involve touch or gender interaction).
- Select games in which everyone can participate (i.e. be sensitive to participants with disabilities, literacy levels).
- Keep energizers short and move on to the next planned activity.

Big fish, little fish

Form a circle of participants and stand in the middle. As you face a participant, say “big fish” while holding up your hands in the opposite gesture (“little fish”). The participant facing you must respond with the opposite words (“little fish”) and gesture with hands far apart (“big fish”). Move around the circle randomly changing frequently from big fish to little fish. As a participant gives the wrong verbal or gesture response, she/he must take one step back from the circle.

As and Bs

Ask everyone to choose silently someone in the room to be their “A” person and another person to be their “B” person. There are no set criteria for their choices – selections are entirely up to individuals. Once everyone has made their choices, tell them to get as close to their “A” person as possible, while getting as far away from their “B” person. People can move quickly but should not grab or hold anyone. After a few minutes, stop and reverse the process, participants getting close to their “B” person and avoiding their “A” person.

Shakeout

In a circle, everyone shakes out their left arm, right arm, left leg then right leg, starting with eight times for each limb, then repeats all four limbs with four, two and then one. Count out loud for full effect – counting in other languages encouraged!

Birthday line-up

Ask the group to line themselves up in the order of their birthday (or height, for example) without speaking.

What we have in common

The facilitator calls out a characteristic of people in the group, such as “have children”. All those who have children should move to one corner of the room. As the facilitator calls out more characteristics, such as “likes football”, people with the characteristic move to the indicated space.
Coconut
The facilitator shows the group how to spell out C-O-C-O-N-U-T by using full movements of the arms and the body. All participants then try this together. (If spelling in English is difficult for some, participants can spell their names).

Group statues
Ask the group to move around the room, loosely swinging their arms and gently relaxing their heads and necks. After a short while, shout out a word. The group must form themselves into statues that describe the word. For example, the facilitator shouts “peace”. All the participants have to instantly adopt poses, without talking, that show what “peace” looks like to them. Repeat the exercise several times.

Countdown
Ask participants to form a circle. Explain that the group needs to count together from 1 to 50. However, they cannot say “seven” or any number that is a multiple of seven. Instead, they have to clap their hands. Once someone claps their hands, the group must count the numbers in reverse. If someone says seven or a multiple of seven, start the counting again.

Rainstorm
Everyone sits quietly in a circle, with their eyes closed, waiting for the facilitator’s first movement. The facilitator rubs his/her palms together to create the sound of rain. The person to their right makes this sound, and then the next person until everyone in the group is making the same sound. Once everyone is rubbing palms, the facilitator makes the rain sound louder by snapping his/her fingers, and that sound in turn is passed around the circle. Then the facilitator claps both hands together, and that sound is passed around the circle to create a rainstorm. Then the facilitator slaps his/her thighs, and the group follows. When the facilitator and the group stomp their feet, the rain becomes a hurricane. To indicate the storm is stopping, the facilitator reverses the order, thigh slapping, then hand clapping, finger snapping, and palm rubbing, ending in silence.

Mirror image
Participants sort themselves into pairs. Each pair decides which one of them will be the “mirror.” This person then copies (mirrors) the actions of their partner. After some time, ask the pair to swap roles so that the other person can be the “mirror.”

Shopping list
The group forms a circle. One person starts by saying “I am going to the market to buy fish.” The next person says, “I am going to the market to buy fish and potatoes.” Each person repeats the list and then adds an item. The aim is to be able to remember all of the items that all of the people before you have listed.

Reference
Quick exercises to assess participant learning

Use these activities throughout the day to assess if participants have learned key points and to identify areas of confusion. These exercises also serve as fun energizers!

Raffle review

Place five questions about the session's content into a ‘raffle’ box, bowl or envelope. Invite a participant to select and answer a question. That participant then chooses the next participant to select and answer a question.

Minute paper shuffle

Ask participants to write a relevant question about the material, using no more than a minute, and collect them all. Shuffle and redistribute, asking each participant to answer the question.

True or false?

State a key point of fact from the material (or slightly alter it to make it incorrect) and ask, “True or False?” Instruct participants to stand up if they think the statement is true.

Pass the marker

Give a flip chart marker (or other item) to a participant who then states one key point from the session. They pass the marker to another participant at random who states another key point and so on.

Ball toss

This is another version of Pass the marker. Ask participants to stand in a circle. Hold a small ball (or crumpled piece of paper) and state one thing you learned from the session. Then toss the ball to another participant who shares a key point they remember from the session. They toss the ball to another participant and so on until all participants have shared a key point.

Quote minus one

Provide a quote relevant to your topic but leave out a crucial word and ask participants to guess what it might be. For example, “Never start a question with the word _____.”

Headlines

Form groups of two to four participants and ask them to write a headline for a newspaper that summarizes the main learning point of the session. Invite teams to write their headlines on a flip chart.
Dealing with disrupters: prevention and intervention

Disrupters are people who try to dominate, stray from the agenda, have side conversations or who think they are right and ridicule and attack others’ ideas (1).

Try using these “preventions” to avoid disruption

1. **Get agreement on the agenda, ground rules and outcomes.** Agreeing on the process creates a sense of shared accountability and ownership of the meeting, joint responsibility for how the meeting is run, and group investment in whether the outcomes and goals are achieved.

2. **Listen carefully.** Avoid pretending to listen to what a participant is saying as people can tell. Listen closely to understand a point someone is making and check to see if you understood their idea correctly.

3. **Show respect for experience.** Encourage participants to share strategies, stories from the field and lessons they have learned. Value the experience and wisdom in the room.

4. **Find out the group’s expectations.** Uncover at the start why participants think they are here. Then be clear about what will and will not be covered in this meeting. Make plans for how to cover issues that will not be dealt with: Write them down on flip charts (“parking lots”) and agree to deal with them at the right time.

5. **Do not be defensive.** If you are attacked or criticized, take a “mental step” backwards before responding. Once you become defensive, you risk losing the group’s respect and trust and might cause participants to feel they cannot be honest with you.

6. **Ally with “power players”**. These participants can turn your meeting into a nightmare if they do not feel that their influence and role are acknowledged and respected. If possible, acknowledge them from the start. Try giving them roles to play during the meeting such as a “sounding board” for you at breaks, to check in with about how the meeting is going.

Try using these “interventions” when disruption is happening

If someone dominates the meeting, refuses to stick to the agenda, keeps bringing up the same point again and again or challenges how you are handling the meeting, you need to intervene to ensure a useful meeting for all participants.

1. **Refer back to the agenda and the ground rules.** Make a bargain to deal with their issue for a short period of time (“OK, let’s deal with your issue for 5 minutes and then we ought to move on”). If that does not work, agree to defer the issue to the “parking lot” or end of the day.

2. **Pull the group behind you.** Get group consensus on how to proceed or correct an unhelpful or awkward dynamic within the group.

3. **Use humour.** Try a humorous comment or a joke, especially about yourself. Humour almost always lightens the mood and is particularly helpful if you are an outsider, there is a lot of tension in the room, if some people do not want to be there or others are scared/shy about participating.

4. **Acknowledge the issue or unhelpful comments.** Make it clear that you understand how important their issue is by saying, “It’s a very important point and one I’m sure we all feel is critical”.


5. **Use body language.** Move closer to conversers, or to the quiet ones. Make eye contact with them to get their attention and convey your intent.

6. **Take a break.** If case you have tried all of the above suggestions and nothing has worked, take a break. Invite the disruptive person outside the room and politely but firmly state your feelings about how disruptive their behaviour is to the group. Also try to find out what is going on, and see if there are other ways to address that person’s concerns. But make it clear that the disruption needs to end.

Reference

# Instructional methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFORMATIONAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture</td>
<td>Conveys large sum of information; fast; efficient forum allows exploration of content in more detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturette (shorter lecture)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture forum (with question cards or question/answer period)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Adds different points of view to content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel forum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding panel (vacant chair—individual can join panel when wishing to express opinion)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debate</td>
<td>Provides different points of view; thought-provoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation with listening teams (participants given listening assignment before presentation and question speaker afterward)</td>
<td>Keeps participants interested and involved; resources can be discovered and shared; learning can be observed; lots of information in a fast format with new points of view; a more organized question-and-answer format; reaction panel can speak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation with reaction panel (small group listens and forms panel following presentation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Reinforces content; adds entertainment; video allows lights to remain on; flexible start and stop for discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepared videotape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational television</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSSIBLE DISADVANTAGES</td>
<td>COMMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience is largely passive</td>
<td>Trainer should be an interesting speaker, able to self-limit and stick to time, and be able to facilitate questions effectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience is largely passive with exception of expanding panel; expanding panel not practical with groups larger than 20</td>
<td>Leader must express solid set of ground rules and have skills to enforce them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience is largely passive</td>
<td>Same as for panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning points can be confusing or lost; a few participants may dominate the discussion; time control is more difficult; audience is largely passive; a reaction panel may not represent all views of the group</td>
<td>Trainer orally presents new information to the group; trainer should structure listening assignment with clear purpose; must select panelists from a cross-section of the group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive methods for an audience; possibility of equipment problems</td>
<td>These methods are not appropriate early in a session; never use to start a session; always introduce and debrief a film, etc. with phrases such as &quot;Look for ___, ___, &amp; ___&quot;; leader should set up and test equipment before session; have adapter plug and extra bulbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METHOD</td>
<td>ADVANTAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFORMATIONAL (CONT'D)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group discussion (of given topic)</td>
<td>Keeps participants interested and involved; resources can be discovered and shared; learning can be observed; participants are active; get a chance to hear other points of view; quieter people can express viewpoints and ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buzz groups (short, time-limited discussion on given subject)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstorming</td>
<td>Can get all participants involved in collecting a lot of information and quickly generating ideas; good for problem-solving; quick change of pace; filler; allows all to participate; validates ideas of group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading (alone or aloud)</td>
<td>Saves time (trainees can read faster than trainer can talk); material can be kept for later use; ensures consistency of information; engaging, active; provides a chance for in-depth insight and different perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading with discussion or report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTITUDINAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role-play</td>
<td>See Behavioural methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-role-play</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing self “movie”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doodling</td>
<td>Thought provoking; good for making thoughts and opinions more concrete, warm-up activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portraits (of self or others)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation games</td>
<td>See Behavioural methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSSIBLE DISADVANTAGES</td>
<td>COMMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning points can be confusing or lost; a few participants may dominate the discussion; time control is more difficult; an inexperienced leader may be unable to use format for attitudinal purposes</td>
<td>Trainer divides large group into small groups with groups of four to six most effective; a small group has a short time to discuss a topic or solve a problem; trainer should be able to give clear instructions and keep discussion on target; his or her main function is judging when to cut off discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The problem/issue must be clearly defined; time control is more difficult; needs clear trigger questions and evaluation/discussion afterwards; somewhat over-used method; requires careful facilitation</td>
<td>For idea generation and creative group thinking; all participants present many ideas as rapidly as possible on a problem or issue; the group organizes list into categories for further discussion; do not evaluate, criticize, omit or discuss contributions until all are recorded in contributor’s own words; use another person to record if possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be boring if used for too long without interruption; participants read at different paces and it is difficult to measure if people are learning; may require more reading/writing skills than participants have; leader may have to fill in after reports</td>
<td>Written material is used to present new information to participants; requires skill to select relevant material; reading skill by participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Behavioural methods

Requires participant self-direction

Need to relate to relevant learning goals

See Behavioural methods
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTITUDINAL (CONTD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task groups</td>
<td>Sustained interaction allows quieter people to express themselves; validates participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantomime skits</td>
<td>Engaging, active; good for warm-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEHAVIOURAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role play</td>
<td>Helps retention; allows participants to practise new skills in a controlled environment; participants are actively involved; observers can impact attitude and behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-role play</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie (role play assisted by feedback, “more___ or less ___”)</td>
<td>Useful in rehearsing new skills, behaviours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation games</td>
<td>Intense involvement; practise skills in problem solving and decision-making; competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape recording with playback</td>
<td>Very concrete learning tool; participant involved in judging own performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videotape recording with playback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Requires active participant involvement; can simulate performance required after training; learning can be observed; opportunity to apply new knowledge; requires judgement; good assessment tool; participants active; chance to practise skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-case study (problem situations for small groups to analyse)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical incident (small section of case stating most critical or dramatic moment)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# SECTION IV: TOOLS FOR FACILITATORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSSIBLE DISADVANTAGES</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time-consuming; requires great degree of self-direction and group maturity</td>
<td>Keep groups small and diverse with sustained interaction and clear purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness and trust of group necessary</td>
<td>Need to provide direction and purpose; relate method to relevant goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requires preparation time; may be difficult to tailor to all situations; needs sufficient class time for exercise completion and feedback; requires maturity and willingness of groups; requires trainer have excellent facilitation skills</td>
<td>Participants act out problem-solving situations similar to those they will encounter in their workplace; trainer needs skill and understanding as he or she must get people into roles, give directions, establish a climate of trust; trainer needs insight into how an activity may pose a threat to some individuals; ability to help group process and debrief; use in well-formed group; can be structured into dyad, triad and fishbowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same as for role play, intensive and time-consuming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive; requires a game and possibly a consultant to help facilitate; time-consuming</td>
<td>A package game requires preparation time for the leader to learn the rules and directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria must be clear; feedback and assessment based on specific behaviours; requires equipment</td>
<td>Trainer should establish purpose and performance criteria clearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information must be precise and kept up-to-date; needs sufficient class time for participants to complete the case; participants can become too interested in the case content; case study must be relevant to learner’s needs and daily concerns</td>
<td>Participants are given information about a situation and directed to come to a decision or solve a problem concerning the situation; trainer needs to have knowledge and skills to “solve” the problem; may need to design own studies; compare approaches of several groups and reinforce best solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METHOD</td>
<td>ADVANTAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEHAVIOURAL (CONTD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“In-basket” (form of case study in which letters, memos, etc. are given to participants for response)</td>
<td>Helps participants to clarify and crystallize thoughts, opinions, values; opportunity to apply knowledge to “real” situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration</td>
<td>Aids comprehension and retention; stimulates participants’ interest; can give participants model to follow; allows for optional modelling of desired behaviour/skill; can be active; good for learning simple skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration with practise (by participants)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills practise laboratory (small participant groups practise together)</td>
<td>Different points of view and feedback; participants active; good for translating information into skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLANNING</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group discussion with decision-making regarding a new action</td>
<td>Validates maturity and needs of group members; members have best insight into their problems and needs for their job; group leaves session with practical, constructive and mutual goals; groups get ideas from one another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual or group planning session with report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POSSIBLE DISADVANTAGES</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMENTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requires writing skills; must be relevant to participants</td>
<td>Leader needs knowledge of participants’ daily concerns/needs; ability to critique responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Must be accurate and relevant to participants; written examples can require lengthy preparation time; trainer demonstrations may be difficult for all participants to see well; method more effective if participants are active; feedback must follow immediately after practise</td>
<td>Participants are shown the correct steps for completing a task or are shown an example of a correctly completed task; requires skill to model desired behaviour; break procedure down into simple steps; ability to provide feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group should have enough knowledge or insight to coach one another</td>
<td>Act as a resource to groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requires mature group that can self-direct and stay on task; time-consuming</td>
<td>Leader serves as resource once directions are given</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The WHO Regional Office for Europe
The World Health Organization (WHO) is a specialized agency of the United Nations created in 1948 with the primary responsibility for international health matters and public health. The WHO Regional Office for Europe is one of six regional offices throughout the world, each with its own programme geared to the particular health conditions of the countries it serves.
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